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BOAT DOCK AT NORRIS DAM

This boat dock, operated by the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority at Norris Dam,
'provides docking facilities for many of
the hundreds of private pleasure craft
which are now afloat on Norris Lake.



ONE WAY OR THE OTHER

Dr. R. C. Gowdy

E~ENT~ move so swiftl~ these days that what point compared to the fact that the preservation
IS written as an opening paragraph may be of America, and some semblance of its traditions

obsolete or inappropriate when the page is fin- may rest, in the final analysis, on technical-au-
ished. But whatever may have happened by the premacy. Even the finest philosophic thinker is
time this manuscript is printed, certain general- likely to be disturbed, not to say permanently in-
ities will not likely have changed. terrupted, by the arrival of a hundred-pound bomb

Whether we engage in this war actively or in the middle of his. study.
merely as non-belligerents, or even had we pre- The prospect of increased demand for engineers
served the strictest neutrality and the most com- suggests higher salaries, and higher compensation
plete isolation possible, we are certain to feel the would be a strong motivation for studious effort.
effects of the conflict. Regardless of who wins, or Let us hope that the "individual incentive" system,
what the terms of peace may be, life in America, sometimes called "capitalism" in a nasty tone of
or anywhere else for that matter, will not be as it voice by some of our various varieties of "fifth
would have been had the flames of war not been column" friends, will still reward individual
lighted in Europe last September. Whatever may merit, but it is important to consider the altern-
be the outcome we shall feel the impact on our ative.
economic structure, in our social and political life, There is in Europe today a nation which, start-
and, what is of deepest significance, in the shift- ing not earlier than the bottom of our depression
ing of values and convictions which form the char- in this country, has been able to accumulate the
acter and spirit of a nation and its people. most formidable array of destructive implements

We have started on a national defense program, of war and. to build up the g~eatest fighting per-
a little hysterically, perhaps too late, perhaps too so~nel ever produced III the history of the world.
soon, but we have started. We do not seem to ThIS has been done, furthermore, with what
have a very clear idea of just where we are, just would. seem to have been entirely inadequate
where we want to go, or exactly how to get there, financial resources and apparently without ex-
but if armament can be reduced to the technolog- tremely severe physical hardships visited on its
ical problem of quantity production this country people.
can surely produce results. It is true that during There is but one explanation of this accomplish-
the past ten years we have lost a large number of ment, and it is not in superiority of race or ability,
skilled artisans, partly through industrial depres- but in unity of purpose-a unity of purpose cen-
sion, and partly through the peculiar prestige tered in one man, a man, not of colossal intelli-
which the "American pattern" of living gives to gence but of maniacal cleverness.
the "white collar job." There are numerous other America is divided on every possible question.
specific shortages in the higher ranks of indus- Its effective residue in any effort is therefore only
trial personnel, but it seems certain, from surveys the difference between the majority and the min-
which have already been made, that existing edu- ority involved. The German method is very sim-
cational and training facilities can supply the ple : it puts the active minority in a concentration
demand. camp and details one per cent for guards. This

But if a defense program is to be carried along leaves the majority free and practically undepleted
parallel to a normal program of industrial produc- and tends to diminish minorities. There is no
tion there will be a marked increase in the de- possible criticism of this plan from the point of
mand for fully trained engineers. This program view of efficiency, but it does not seem to fit quite
of training can not be speeded up to any appre- in the American way of doing things.
ciable extent, though a greater ultimate advan- If this American way of doing things is to sur-
tage could be obtained by producing better engi- vive, it will be, first of all, by technological aid,
neers rather than more of them. The opportun- given not by order of one man, but for the preser-
ities for able young men seem to be assured for vation of an ideal, reckoned not in hours and dol-
the near future. But that is the less important lars but in life and liberty as we know it.
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AN ENGINEER LOOKS AT T. V. A.
J. W. Bradner, B.Sc.C.E. '25

Since 1935. "Jim" Bradner has been Manager of the Norris Properties of the Ten-

nessee Valley Authority. These properties include the town of Norris. 170 miles of

rural electrification. and the Norris Lake recreational developments. Bradner was

formerly Chief Engineer for the land planning and housing division for this section.

IF one is concerned with the "Why" of all the Negro; of the remaining 71 per cent, which is
activity in the Tennessee Valley, he must look white, 97 per cent is of native parentage. Three-

farther than concrete and steel. An interested fourths of the people in the Valley make their liv-
person should find out something about the land ings from agriculture, while in the country as a
and the people. With such facts available, an whole, 24 per cent are so engaged. Per capita
engineer should be able to determine the cause, income in the Tennessee Valley in 1930 was less
correction, and cure for many difficult problems than half that of the country as a whole. With
that have assailed this valley. equal percentages of the income spent for educa-

The Tennessee Valley contains a portion of tion, the facilities offered to children are much
seven of the United States and includes an area less than for the country as a whole, and thus a
of 41,000 square miles. The elevation of the land high proportion of illiteracy has resulted.
varies from 300 to 6,700 feet above sea level, while Socially and economically the Tennessee Valley
the climate varies from a temperate one to almost can best be considered .as a part of the entire
sub-tropical. This region contains from 75 to 85 Southeast; this section was settled by planters
mine-rals, the most important of which is coal. from Virginia, who brought with them the tra-
One of the distinguishing physical characteristics ditions of a plantation economy. The chief and
of the region is its rainfall. The seven Valley almost only crop was cotton, and this one crop
states include 40 per cent of the total area in the was largely exported to England. While cotton
United States having an annual precipitation of was the lifeblood of this vast area, it also pre-
40 inches or more, and they include 54 per cent of sented serious problems of a one-crop system. We
the total area having 50 inches or more. Another must remember that in those early days the
notable feature has to do with the seasonal char- South's capital was in land and slaves. After the
acter of the rainfall, and can be illustrated by the Civil War, the South lost much of its capital with
greatly varying flow of the important rivers. the freeing of the slaves and also found itself host

to a large population that owned no farms and
USE OF THE LAND th~t was exp~rienced only in agricultural pur-

SUItS. Accordingly the sharecropper system be-
Now what are some of the factors concerning gan. Under this system the actual farmer, as

the use of the land in this valley of high rainfall contrasted with the owner, had little incentive to
that will help us to define some of the problems preserve the soil he farmed-hence the damage
that are encountered? Of the 26,000,000 acres to the land. During all this period, cotton was the
comprising the watershed, about 18,000,000 acres chief export of the country, but the World War
are in farms, of which about one-third is in farm added its bit to the problem. Since the war, ex-
woodlands, pastures, and cultivated crops, respec- ports and prices have dropped and the cotton
tively. Practically all of the remainder is in for- farmer is faced with a glutted market, low prices,
est areas. According to experimental data, only and land diminishing in fertility. Another ele-
about 20 per cent of the area is not undergoing ment of the problem is the absentee ownership of
soil erosion. Thirty-five per cent has lost almost natural resources; while the South should be ac-
all of its topsoil, and 42 per cent has lost two- cumulating capital to replace that lost in the Civil
thirds or more, while 3 per cent has been de- War, it actually must watch profits created in this
strayed for agricultural use. area drain to the North and East.

What do we know of the people in the Tennes- With this admittedly sketchy background, we
see Valley? Of the 2,500,000 people in the Valley, may define the problem in this fashion: an area
approximately 29 per cent of the population is with vast natural resources, numbers of commer-
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cially valuable minerals, water in abundance, a One of the authority's important early decisions
beautiful country containing a fine race of people; had to do with fertilizer experimentation. The
an area also characterized by low income and little legislation creating the TVA specifically author-
opportunity, plagued by floods in the spring and ized the adaptation of the plants at Muscle Shoals
low water in the summer; an area losing its popu- to improve and to cheapen the production of fertil-
lation by the hundreds of thousands; an area los- izers. The plants had originally been designed
ing its soil. to manufacture nitrates for explosives in war-

times, and it was anticipated that they might be
PLAN OF ATTACK used for fertilizer production in peacetime.

Now, what plan of attack was proposed? On All of us know that our very lives depend on
April 10, 1933, President Roosevelt proposed that the continuation of an effective association in
Congress create a Tennessee Valley Authority, a Which solids feed plants, plants feed animals, and
corporation clothed with the power of government plants and animals feed soils. While it is corn-
but possessed of the flexibility and initiative of a mon knowledge that the South, through extensive
private enterprise. production of cotton, and the West through wheat

Finally, in the spring of 1933, the TVA was and corn, have contributed to national prosperity
created by Congress and the legislation under and betterment, few realize that this development
which the Authority operates contemplated not has been made with a large sacrifice in the form
only the integrated control of the Tennessee River of soil fertility. Such continuing losses of fertil-
and its tributaries, but the use of this integrated ity throughout the nation turned the attention of
control to accomplish a number of objectives. Be- Congress to the plant food problem.
sides stating as objectives navigation, flood con- Plants require a dozen or more elements for
trol, agricultural and industrial development, and their normal growth. With the exception of ni-
national defense, the legislation also directed the trogen, phosphorus, potassium, and calcium,
Authority to make demonstrations and surveys these essential elements are present in most soils
looking toward operations which would further or in air and water in sufficient quantities for
aid the proper use and conservation of the natural plant needs; but because most soils are deficient
resources of the Tennessee River drainage basin in one or more of these four elements, fertilizers
and of the adjoining territory materially affected carry these nutrients in a form which the plants
by the development. This legislation further au- can assimilate. TVA officials considered the pos-
thorized the production of electrical power and the sibility of working with these needed plant nutri-
transmission and sale of surplus power that might ents. In spite of the inheritance of nitrate plants,
not be needed for governmental purposes. they decided against nitrogen. Most farmers

In carrying out the attack set down by Con- should get the bulk of their nitrogen from the air
gress, the TVA, while a federal agency, is en- with legumes. This method is economical, and
gaged with a local situation and a local problem. leguminous green manure plants condition the
Instead of being administered from Washington, land mechanically as well as chemically. Besides,
this agency is directed from the locality in which since the World War, the nation has developed ni-
the work lies. This approach is probably one of trate plants better than those at Muscle Shoals
the most significant aspects of the entire program and has freed itself of dependence upon imported
of the TVA, and has influenced most of the pol- nitrates. .
icies and operations of this agency. The decision went against potassium. There

The Board discovered that fundamental engi- are many times as much potassium in the soil as
neering -data were unavailable. The Valley was phosphorus or even nitrogen. Good farming
not accurately mapped. Hydrological data were makes it available to plants. In addition, it is
incomplete and the geologic structures of poten- produced as a mineral, highly concentrated potash
tial dam sites were inadequately investigated. fertilizer being manufactured at several mines in
Accordingly, the Authority prepared to obtain all the country. Lime never posed as a problem; it is
of these necessary data, and in this connection needed greatly as a conditioner for acid soils, and
they established 378 rainfall stations and 198 can be applied effectively as ground limestone.
stream gaging stations. In cooperation with the Phosphorus remained. With lime, it is regarded
U. S. Geological Survey, the Authority also pre- as the key to lasting agriculture, for phosphates
pared planimetric and topographic maps, so that and lime make legumes grow and legumes take
today the Tennessee Valley is one of the most nitrogen from the air. At present, phosphate min-
accurately and completely mapped areas of its ing operations are practically confined to Florida
size in the world. and Tennessee where one-third of the world's out-
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put is produced. Most of our known phosphate feed grinders, and seed harvesting attachments
deposits, perhaps 95 per cent, are in publicly for mowing machines have been developed. These,
owned lands in Utah, Wyoming, Montana, and among numerous other appliances, are now being"
Idaho beyond the reach of the great majority of privately produced and sold to farmers at low
American farmers under present systems of prices. The production of flax and the quick freez-
processing. ing of small fruits have also been encouraged to

In view of all these considerations, and with the aid the farmers. Other experiments have been
government plants at Muscle Shoals at their dis- carried on in the fields of rural refrigeration,
posal for experimental purposes, the TVA Board electrical soil heating, develop.ment of.small brood-
of Directors decided that it could render no great- ers and of many other practical devices that can
er service to the land and to the people than by be used by the small farmer in his farming opera-
carrying on research and experiments looking tions.
toward the production of more concentrated and
cheaper phosphate. MAXIMUM RESULTS

The processes that have been improved and de-
veloped at Muscle Shoals for the production of Throughout all of these activities the Board of
phosphate involve detailed achievements in chem- TVA has approached its task with the intention
istry and engineering. The developments that of maintaining the quality and prestige of public
are covered by more than three dozen patents, go administration and of obtaining the maximum of
through three stages: a laboratory stage, a pilot results sought by the Act, with a minimum of ex-
plant stage, and a commercialized stage. Using penditure of public money. The Authority has
methods developed by the Authority, it is now also believed it good business to attempt to main-
possible to produce fertilizers which contain 65 tain the health and economic security of its work-
per cent available plant food, and which are more men. The Health and Safety Department of the
concentrated than any fertilizers hitherto ~ro- Authority has produced an enviable record, both
duced. in maintaining the health of employees and in

Some of the most interesting work of the Au- safety on the job. The office management pro-
thority has been in the promotion of wider and cedures adopted by the TVA have been so success-
better uses of electric power for agriculture and ful as to bring numerous requests from private
for similar smaller industries. Kaolins of various enterprises for the methods followed. These re-
types have long been used for coarse pottery in quests, to select a single example, indicate that
the Valley, but the American kaolins have been the filing method ranks high as one of the best
neglected for fine dinnerware production, andim- in the United States.
ported materials or products have been used, In the field of flood control, while there have
Having an interest in promoting the wider use of been only a limited number of dams that were
these local materials to build a base for increased completed at the time, there has been a consider-
purchasing power in the region and to open 1\. di- able decrease in damage to cities and towns along-
rect market for electricity in the manufacture of the rivers. On four different occasions during-
fine porcelain, the Authority established a cer~m- the January and February of 1937, Norris Dam
ics laboratory at Norris. This laboratory "has was able to reduce flood heights in Chattanooga
been successful in the establishment of'new tech- by amounts varying from, three to five feet. In
nique of manufacture, and it seems that the new another flood in March of 1936, the estimated sav-
processes developed will substitute the American ing from water damage was $750,000 at' Chatta-
kaolins for the now imported English materia~s nooga. At Cairo, Illinois, during the period when
in the manufacture of better grades of ceramic the river was kept out by a mud box on top of the
white ware. The use of electric furnaces to pro- flood wall, the operations of the TVA reduced the
duce high temperatures is being applied to this and crest about six inches.
many other industries. The keen interest in the I the field of navigation there is also evidence
use of electric furnaces for these high tempera- tha~ indicates the effecti;eness of the present
tures has proved sufficient to .stimuI~te new r~- completed works. During this past fall, the re-
fining methods for other metallic and non-metallic leases of water from Norris Dam made up one-
materials. fourth of the flow of the Ohio River and nearly

A great a~ount of ~ther .research has bee~ one-tenth of the flow of the Mississippi River.
done, largely In cooperation WIth the Valley agri- This release provided almost a foot of added depth
cultural experiment stations and engineering col-
leges. As a result, threshers, hay driers, pl~nters, (Continued on Page 32)
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FLYING FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Prof. Bradley Jones

Head, Department of Aeronautical Engineering

The Civil Aeronautics Authority has become prominent in American colleges
since the institution of the Civilian Pilot Training program. In this article.
Prof. Jones tells of the development of this program on the U. C. campus.

THIS past school year, in 426 colleges through- small fee must be paid to help meet the expense
out the country, the Federal government has of running this school. In order to enroll for the

aided approximately 9000 college men and women pilot training, the candidate must pass a physical
in learning the rudiments of flying. A wonderful examination given by a medical examiner ap-
record of safety has been established while teach- pointed by the Civil Aeronautics Authority; this
ing this large group. doctor charges his standard fee. It is also re-

The program is sponsored by the Civil Aero- quired that each embryo flyer carry insurance.
nautics Authority and is called the Civilian Pilot
Tr~ining. It en~a~ls ~bsolutelY no mi~itary obli- MINIMUM FEES
gation. The training IS such that on Its comple-
tion, the student is qualified to receive his certifi- At the University of Cincinnati, the fee for
cate as a Private Pilot. the ground school is $20.00, an amount which is

The holder of a Private Pilot's Rating may fly standard at all the various colleges throughout the
solo or carry along his friends as passengers. He United States. The medical fee for the' physical
may not fly commercially, that is, he can not examination is set by law at $6.00. The premium
charge his passengers for their rides. for the insurance to be carried has been $14.00.

While this program has been sometimes termed However, considering the splendid safety record
"free" flying instruction, this term is not entirely of the past year, it is quite probable that even this
correct. There are some small costs but they are low premium may be reduced. The cost to the'
verv small in eorn nar ison with t.hp V~l11P rpPP1",Tprl student is therefore a total of $40.00, with a strong

possibility that it may be even less next year if
the cost of the insurance is made less.

The cost of the actual flying instruction is paid
by the Federal government. Contracts are drawn
up between the government and regular flying
schools, so that the flying instruction may be
closely supervised by government inspectors. The
course is laid out in meticulous detail so that the
student must learn carefully how to perform each
maneuver before he can attempt a more difficult
one. Because of this close regulation, the plan is
termed the "Controlled Flying Course."

Previous to the inauguration of this plan, there
was no definite scheme of 'training of, private
pilots. At every flying school, the students were
taught in the manner evolved by the instructor
of that school. If that particular method was

Prof. Jones demonstrates a compass as a part good and was suited to the individual student, the
of ground school instruction. result was satisfactory. If the instructor was

not too well qualified and had only hazy notions
In conjunction with the actual instruction in fly- as to the proper sequence of teaching various
ing, it is necessary for the student to attend a steps, he might omit giving the student essential
ground school where instruction is given in warnings as to the dangers of not executing cer-
Meteorology, Navigation and other subjects. A tain maneuvers correctly; consequently the entire
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instruction might be haphazard. ber of applications that were received was very
In the controlled flying instruction, it is first gratifying to the school authorities.

assured that the instructors are competent pilots. The results of the preliminary medical examina-
tions were, however, quite shocking. No appli-
cation blanks were given to any students wearing
glasses and yet out of the first 115 students that
were examined, only 33 passed, poor eyesight be-
ing the cause for rejection in practically every
case. Usually the student would have 20/20 in
one eye but 20/50 or worse in the other. This
meant that one eye was doing most of the work of
seeing and that it would suffer shortly.

Remembering Dorothy Parker's poem about
"girls that wear glasses," the reluctance of the
average co-ed to adorn herself with spectacles can
be understood, but the reason is not clear why
male students who should be wearing glasses,
continue to struggle along without them.

Whether or not he passed, the aspirant would
have to pay his $6.00 fee to the C.A.A. examiner;
therefore, Doctor Chenoweth of the Student
Health Service generously offered to give students
a medical examination, which was in the nature
of a preliminary test. If Doctor Chenoweth's ex-
amination showed that a student's physical condi-
tion was such that there was no hope of passing
the C.A.A. tests, the student was saved from pay-
ing $6.00.

Because there were three fine flying schools in
the Cincinnati region, it seemed wise to distribute

C A A . ttl" th fit the University of Cincinnati quota of fifty stu-
• • • rns rue or exp ainmq e use 0 an e eva or.

dents among three schools instead of sending

Even though a man has been instructing students
in piloting for years, he must be examined and re-
rated before he can instruct in the' controlled
course. A code, or syllabus, has been drawn up
giving explicitly not only the exact order in which
the various stages are to be taught, but also, in
many cases, the exact way and the exact language
to be used in imparting instruction. By this pro-
cedure, a student flyer is not permitted to attempt
any maneuver until he has been adequately
trained for it.

PHYSICAL STANDARDS SEVERE

The physical standards for admission to this
C.A.A. flight training program are more severe
than those required for the ordinary pilot's ce'r-
tificate. The requirements correspond to those
that must be met by commercial pilots.

Last fall, the University of Cincinnati was al-
lotted a quota of 50 students to be trained on this
program. Of this quota five could be female. As
word of the "free flying" passed around the
campus a lively interest was evinced, and the num-

a

C.A.A. students examining the engine of a Luscombe ·plane.

them all to one flying school. The three schools
were Parks Watson Flying School, Queen City
Flying School and the Cincinnati Aircraft Service'.

(Continued on Page 30)
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COVERED BRIDGES
John A. Diehl, C.E. '41

The era of covered bridges has passed, but the traditions and legends connected with them still linger.
Many of these architectural triumphs were sturdily constructed, for they are still standing in their orig-
inal condition. Here we have a story which makes these bridges a living part of our history.

greatly accelerated by the covered spans of the
Middle West.

The wooden covered bridge typified the frugal,
sturdy, persevering spirit of the pioneer-s. The

TIMBER covered bridges have gone out of date,
They have passed into faded obsolescence

along with the packet boat, the covered wagon
and many other picturesque works of the Ameri-
can pioneer; but they have left behind them an
influence on modern structures, a romance and a
history which are truly significant and well worth
considering.

Each covered bridge was different and had a
definite personality that grew into the hearts of
the people who used it. Likewise, each bridge had
its anecdotes that had been handed down from
father to son for generations. Many of these anec-
dotes gathered about them quite a bit of fantasy
and drama in the course of the years. Neverthe-
less, they give us an appreciative understanding
of the bridges themselves and the people who
built and used them. Although the tales were
often fabulous, they were believed with almost re-
ligious reverence in the districts in which they
were supposed to have taken place.

A good example is the story of a horseman who,
one dark night during flood time, went pounding
through the old covered bridge at Chesterfield,
Massachusetts. On the next morning he discov-
ered that the floor had been swept away by high
water the previous afternoon, and that his horse
had carried him safely across on one of the nar-
row main beams that were supposed to support
the floor.

DRAMATIC PAST

During the day covered bridges were ideal spots
for boys with old straw hats and fishing poles, and
at night they often served as dens for rogues and
robbers. Many of them were the scenes of some
of the most dramatic episodes of our history. They
were an undeniable aid in the great expansion
movement which took place in our country in the
early nineteenth century. Some of the finest cov-
ered bridges built were those spanning streams
crossed by the Old National Road. The great mi-
grations to the West in the early 1850's were

JULY. 1940

This old covered brfdge near Mt. Healthy, Ohio,
is a typical structure of past years.

cost of stone bridges in early America was pro-
hibitive, but lumber was so cheap every little
stream soon had its timber covered bridge. Most
people do not realize that a great number of such
bridges still exist. There are at least two hun-
dred in use in Ohio alone; most of these are in
remarkably good condition. Many covered bridg-
es have endured a century's traffic and stand in
service as monuments to the skill and achievement
of our American forefathers.

The Enoch Hale Bridge was probably the first
timber covered bridge built in this country; it was
looked upon as a foolhardy experiment when
erected in 1785, but people soon realized its true
significance and in a short time it became one of
the major points of interest of northern New Eng-
land. The building of Enoch Hale's bridge over
the Connecticut River at Bellows Falls, Vermont,
was a very important event in the history of en-
gineering, for it was the first bridge built in the
New World with a span greater than could be
negotiated with single streamer beams; for this
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reason it deserves all the fame it has been or slips pushed out on either side; a large per-
accorded. centage had special walks for pedestrians. One

Following the erection of the Hale span, a wave of the most limited types was the railroad covered
of timber-bridge construction swept eastern bridge. It was never common but it is indeed a
America on a scale never before attempted in any rarity now. However, as late as 1935, the Boston
other country. The construction of covered and Main Railroad still maintained about twenty
bridges of many types" and designs flourished for such bridges in outlying sections of northern New
over a century and only "a decrease in the cost of England.
iron and a growing scarcity of the huge sticks of The question as to why wooden bridges were
virgin timber used for the bridge structure spe1led covered has often arisen and has been answered
their doom. In 1906, with the completion of the in numerous ways. A few people say that the
LyalSmith span at Colrain, Massachusetts, a long bridges were covered to prevent horses from shy-
and glorious era of timber covered bridge building rug at the water; however, many horses shied
came to an end. more at the dark wooden tunnels than they ever

In appearance, these bridges might be de- did "at the sight of water. Other people contend
scribed, most clearly, as resembling the huge to- that the purpose of the cover was to keep the snow
bacco barns that are so common in Ohio and Ken- off the bridge in winter, but this is unlikely, since
tucky. A story is told of an old farmer and his it was a part of every town's budget to "snow the
wife who were driving from Iowa. They had bridges" so that the sleighs could slide through
never seen a covered bridge and upon approach- easily. But as one newspaper wit wrote a few
ing the span over Deer Creek, near Greencastle, years ago, bridges were really covered "for the
Indiana, the old man thought it was a barn, and same reason that women's skirts were long in
quickly turned to miss it, plunging his horse, bug- those modest days-'to protect the underpin-
gy, wife and all into the river. ning'." It was considered that the added length

of life afforded by this protection from the weath-
er more than offset the greater weight and cost.

SINGLE TUNNEL BRIDGES. .TImothy Palmer, one of the first great Ameri-
The most common variety of covered bridge was can bridge builders, modestly stated that protect-

the single tunnel with sides boarded to the eaves ing a bridge from the weather might increase its
and with a quarter-pitch roof. The majority of life from ten or twelve years to as many as forty
these bridges were unpainted while a few were years. His covered bridge over the Delaware
given neat coats of barn red or battleship gray. River at Easton, Pennsylvania, emphatically em-

phasizes Mr. Palmer's under-estimation of the
durability of his work. After ninety years of
service the bridge was still sound and strong
enough to carry the loads for which it was de-
signed.

A noteworthy fact is that practically all of the
covered bridges were built long before the days
of scientific determination of actual stresses in
bridge members. Highway bridges of a hundred
years ago were usually planned by the local car-
penters who were to build them. The more im-
portant bridges, however, especially those carry-
ing railways, were more carefully studied. Scale
models were often built and loaded to determine
the strength.

In 1840 a bridge was contemplated for the Ty-
gart River, in West Virginia. The owners met at
Richmond, Virginia, to award the contract. A
group of New England engineers were there with
beautifully painted models which overshadowed
the neat but undecorated model of Lewis Wern-
wag, who had already shown his skill by design-
ing more than a dozen well-known bridges. Not
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This Burr type construction was often used in long spans.

Roofs were often shingled, sometimes of tin; but
all roofs had one quality in common-an abund-
ance of leaks. There were also many "double-bar-
relled" bridges, with dividing trusses in the cen-
ters, and even a few four-lane spans in our west-
ern states! Sometimes there were passage-ways

to



to be outdone by the elegance of his competitors,
Wernwag spanned his little bridge between two
chairs and walked across it. The other builders
politely declined an invitation to subject their
models to the same test; Wernwag was awarded
the contract.

All structural members of the covered bridges
were of the same size, but if one member started
to fail it was replaced by a larger one. The use
of mathematics in design was lacking until the
middle of the nineteenth century, when Squire
Wipple, aNew England engineer of the eighteen-
forties, calculated the stresses in trusses. The
story is told that Mr. Wipple used to poke his um-
brella into rotted portions of some of the old tim-
ber bridges and, marvelling at their incredible
strength, would remark, "It's only the factor of
safety and Divine Providence that keeps them
from falling down."

Well-seasoned white pine was the timber best
suited for these structures. Magnificent sticks, Curious inscriptions often adorned the old covered bridges.

eighteen inches square and sixty feet long, could
be cut from the virgin forests in those days. The
wood was light, stiff and free from worms-the did not present the hazard in those days that they
secret, in a large measure, for the success of tim- do today. Most covered bridges of any importance
ber bridges. Iron was used sparingly and not at were built under state grants to private parties
all in some cases. Oak pins were preferred to hold who collected tolls to pay for their construction
the joints. A widow, Mrs. Dyer of Donnelsville, and upkeep. An idea of the amount of tolls col-
Ohio, made most of the wooden tree-nails (or Iected can be obtained from the records of the
"trunnels") used on bridges constructed by the Cheapside Covered Bridge, built in 1806 at Green-
Government on the National Road through Ohio. field, Massachusetts, at a cost of $8,000. The
In one 150-foot span built in 1837 near Spring- Cheapside Bridge was a two-span, two-lane struc-
field, Ohio, 3,000 wooden pins were found. These ture. The tolls collected during the first twenty-
pins held the heaviest bridges firm and secure. two years of its existence amounted to $18,000.

From that figure it can be seen that covered bridg-
EARLIER BRIDGES es were often a very good investment. A rather

startling figure of comparative costs can be learn-
The earlier bridges were great timber arches ed in connection with the Chicapee Bridge near.

bound and stiffened by the framework forming Springfield, Massachusetts. The total cost of the
the sides of the enclosure. This type was gradu- bridge at the time of its erection in 1846 was
ally modified. The arch was reduced and more $6,045, and the cost of merely re-strengthening it
dependence was placed on the trussed framework, in 1927 amounted to $28,000.
until the use of arches was abandoned entirely.
In this way came the development of the truss. EXTRAORDINARY STRENGTH
Countless patents were granted to men who ex- .

· t d ith · I· d t B L The extraordinary strength of wooden coveredperlmen e WI specla Ize ypes. urr, ong .. .
d th f ·1· W· I H d P tt bridges IS often astounding. Actual test load dataan e more amI Iar Ipp e, owe an ra . . . -

- II d brid b ild h dId IS not available, but their strength can be appre-were a covere - rt ge UI ers w 0 eve ope · t d h t k · t . t f th. CIa e w en we a e In 0 accoun some 0 e
varIOUStypes of trusses; some of these trusses are h b d th t the t f t t h. . ... eavy ur ens a IS ype 0 s rue ure asstill used In engineering practice today. ...

B id f I th b t 150 f t ld borne. The Collins Bridge over the Chicapeerr ges 0 average eng , a ou ee , cou R·· d I · · ·
b b ilt I th iddl f th · t th t rver IS a goo examp e. The bridge was built Ine UI In e mi e 0 e rune een cen ury
for from $2,000 to $6,000. Des ite the fact that 1851 at a cost of $2,334, and cou!d not have been
. . p of better-than-average construction. In 1918, a

timber was cheap, covered bridges were always h 26 t b ld t b d f W ld W. . uge - on ou er 0 e use or a or arbuilt perpendicular to the streams to save mate- '
rial and expense; sharp curves in the highway (Continued on Page 32)
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SAF·E, LIGHT PLANES
Monroe Duke, Aero.E. '42

The increasing interest in private flying and small, safe planes has prompted airplane manu-

facturers to speed research and development in this field. This article points out various

types of planes which have recently proved their worth as suitable for sportsman pilots.

THE American private flyer desiring tt depend- unworthy of further experimentation.
able light plane that will give good perform- It was not the purpose of the Guggenheim com-

ance at low operating cost can choose at random mittee to unveil a "fool-proof" plane. Captain
from a dozen or more different types and still feel Emory S. Land, vice-president of the Daniel Gug-
he has not made a poor choice. He has the most genheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics,
efficient and most economical light aircraft in the dispelled this idea when, on presenting the prize
world from which to make his selection. in the Guggenheim contest in 1930, he said, "No

In contrast with most European countries, one in the Fund expected to obtain a 'fool-proof'
where private flying has almost ceased to exist plane. . . · Moving masses cannot be made fool-
during the last year, civil aviation in this country proof, but they can be made safe. Old Man 'Kin-
has experienced the greatest boom in its history. etic Energy' can always do damage to a fooL"
The public has suddenly become air-minded. Dur- This competition was the proving ground for
ing 1939 some 3,500 planes were built and sold, many safety devices that are being used in pres-
approximately doubling the production of the ent-day airplanes.
previous year. Probably the thing most directly The second attempt for safe airplanes was the
responsible for this sudden awakening of flying much publicized $700 "flivver" plane competition
instinct is the continual improvement in the safety in 1933, sponsored by the Bureau of Air Com-
characteristics of modern airplanes. The mass of merce. This venture, without a doubt, did harm
the people, for many years, has dreamed of flying to the airplane industry and its sales. The public
its own planes at some time in the future. A great was given the impression that an airplane' to sell
many of these would-be flyers have been scared for approximately $700 was ready to be placed on
out of the air by the unfavorable publicity given sale at a moment's notice. The $700 plane failed
to airplane accidents in the past. As accidents to materialize, and the public, on finding its hopes
have decreased, this fear has gradually subsided were not to be realized, retired into a sceptic atti-
and the airplane has come to be regarded as a tude that has not been easy to overcome. How-
safe and practical mode, of transportation. But ever, the movement did cause the discussion of
even with the commendable safety characteristics several novel safety features, such as the tricycle
of present light planes, there is reason to believe landing gear and the use of two-control operation.
that airplanes could be built which would be much In a plane having two-control operation the rud-
safer than those being manufactured at the pres- der is hooked up with the ailerons, thus simpli-
ent time. fying the work of the pilot by giving him only the

Two definite attempts have been made to give rudder-aileron combination and the elevator con-
this country safe airplanes. The object of the trol to operate.
first attempt, the Guggenheim Safe Aircraft Com-
petition of 1928-30, was to achieve a real advance FLIVVER AIRPLANES
in the safety of flying without sacrificing the prac-
tical qualities of the existing aircraft. The Cur- The Hammond Y plane was considered the win-
tiss Tanager was the winning airplane in this con- ner in the flivver airplane competition. The
test, with the British Handley-Page entry a close Hammond plane, a very unconventional type, had
second. The competition proved to be extremely a pusher propeller with the propeller and engine
valuable to the aviation industry because certain placed at the rear of the nacelles. Instead of a
features incorporated in the competing aircraft fuselage, the design featured two long booms ex-
proved themselves valuable for specific purposes. tending to the rear and to either side of the cabin,
Likewise, many of the new features proved to be with the tail surfaces supported at the ends of
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these booms. The tricycle landing gear was suc-
cessfully used on this plane. The Hammond had
good performance characteristics and safety fea-
tures which included a low stalling speed and free-
dom from spinning. The most recent version of
the Hammond plane is the Stearman-Hammond
Y-1S.

The Waterman Arrowplane, another entry in
the $700 plane contest, conformed even less to
convention than did the Hammond. This plane
was of the pusher type with a tricycle landing
gear; more important, however, was the absence
of booms or tail surfaces extending to the rear
of the cabin. The wings, which swept back from
the nose, had their outer edges slightly turned up
to secure longitudinal stability; and the ailerons
could be used either as ailerons or elevators. Small
fins located at the tips of the wings served in
place of a conventional rudder. In spite of the
awkward appearance, there is a good argument
in favor of this "tailless" type of airplane. Its
adherents claim greater simplicity and cheapness
of construction by the elimination of the fuselage
and tail surfaces. However, these claims have
never been substantiated by service use. A good
illustration of the performance of the Waterman
plane may be offered by considering the fact that
the A rrowplane took off from a standing start
within the diameter of a 50-foot circle; then the
plane landed, coming to a complete stop, in the
same circle. The Arrouiplame also had good stall
and spin characteristics, and was considered by
many people to be the best and the most signifi-
cant design in the contest.

These two planes, the Hammond Y and the
Arrowplane, utilized pusher propellers. There are
good arguments both for and against the pusher
propeller. Those inclined to favor the pusher cite
that the pilot has better vision ahead; there is no
slip stream from the propeller to bother passen-
gers; much of the propeller noise is kept from the
cabin; and exhaust or oil fumes do not have a
chance to enter the cabin. Those against the
pusher say this type of propeller lowers speed and
efficiency; the engine is difficult to cool; and the
danger of the engine being driven into the cabin
in the event of a crash is considerable. The ques-
tion can be answered only after long experience
with both the pusher and tractor type of pro-
pellers.

An interesting sidelight on the $700 plane con-
test is that the manufacturer of most of the en-
tries cost at least ten times the specified amount!

Another member of the safe airplane aggrega-
tion to make its appearance after the flivver plane
competition was the Gwinn Aircar. The Aircar
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Ercoupe in flight.

was a biplane in which a large stagger was used
to delay the stall point of the wings. There was
no rudder; the pilot depended solely on elevators
and ailerons for control. The Aircar, a tractor
airplane, was one of the first of that type to use a
tricycle landing gear successfully.

Probably the most significant plane to make its
entrance in the safe airplane field in recent months
is the Ercoupe plane, made by the Engineering
Research Corporation of Riverdale, Maryland.
This plane, combining outstanding safety char-
acteristics, high performance and low operating
cost, is expected to be an important contribution
to the advancement of private flying. The Ercoupe
is a metal low-wing monoplane, almost entirely of
aluminum alloy construction. The initial purpose
of the company was to build a plane that would
be especially attractive to the private flyer because
of its greater ease in flying and handling than ex-
isting planes. The Corporation was also particu-
larly interested in building a plane with safety
features that would cause it to be free of such
treacherous characteristics as loss of control
caused by stalling or spinning, ground looping
and nosing over. Attention also was given to im-
proving the field of view, particularly in landing
and taking off.

As the company interpreted conditions, there
was a definite need for a salable, low-powered
plane of good performance and attractive appear-
ance that would incorporate the ease of handling
and the safety qualities that had been developed
in previous experimental airplanes. The Ercoupe
has all of these desirable qualities, as may be seen
from the rigorous testing it has undergone. The
plane is a stall-proof, spin-proof type featuring a
tricycle landing gear and a choice of either two-
control or three-control operation. With two-con-
trol operation the plane can be turned in the air
just as an automobile is turned on the ground ...
by turning the control wheel right or left.

The Ercoupe has conclusively proved its safe
landing and flying qualities. In test landings it
has been landed at speeds ranging from the mini-
mum to as high as 80 miles per hour without
bouncing off the ground. Shock absorbers on the
landing gear allow the gear approximately one
foot of vertical travel and serve to cushion the
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Conventional light plane.

shock of landing and keep the plane from bounc-
ing back into the air. Many landings have actu-
ally been made without the use of the controls.
In these tests the pilot landed with his hands held
above his head, taking them off the controls after
the landing approach had been mainly completed.
The speed, rate-of-climb and take-off distance of
the plane are about the same as those of other
present-day light planes, but the Ercoupe is un-
deniably the last word in safety. During a year
and a half of experimenting, no wind that has
been encountered has hindered the handling of
the plane-on the ground, in the air, or in taking
off and landing. The plane has often operated in
high winds; it was once flown during a gust which
the local weather bureau reported a 56-mile-per-
hour wind. Operation of the Ercoupe is so simple
that officials of the company believe that four
hours will be the maximum amount of instruction
required for a beginner to solo.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS ·AUTHORITY

That the fool-proof airplane is not merely the
impractical whimsy of an idealist is evidenced by
the recent decision of the Civil Aeronautics Au-
thority to begin using this type of plan in its regu-
lar student training program. The Authority is
undertaking this program because more than fifty
per cent of all fatal accidents in private flying to_-
day are caused by spins and stalls, involuntary
maneuvers common to practically all of the popu-
lar light planes now in use. The planes now used
for student training, although the best training
planes of their type available, still have inherent
qualities that keep them from being as safe as
desirable; with enough inducement they will not
hesitate to stall or spin. Heads of the C.A.A.

1
.. --Courtesy American Aviation

fee that for too many years pilots who have Three views of the Ercoupe.

learned to fly in these tricky airplanes have been
convinced that this is the only sensible and advis-
able method of learning to fly. Nevertheless, the country. A large mass of the public is anxious to
C.A.A. feels that this is too much a Spartan meth- fly, but it wants the assurance of more security
od of education, with the student being unneces- before taking the step.
sarily subjected to dangerous conditions. This country has taken the initiative in the de-

The case against present light planes stands in velopment of the safe airplane, but this is not the
last year's record of airline accidents and private only. country in which safe planes have been the
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flying accidents. There were only two fatal air-
line accidents as compared with 189 fatal non-
airline accidents last year. This is a severe in-
dictment of the industry that hopes to offer
considerable competition to the automobile in-
dustry in the next few years. The Authority is
convinced that today there is no more reason for
building inherently unstable airplanes than there
would be to build an automobile without brakes.
For this reason the department is encouraging
the development and use of more spin-proof de-
sign features. The convictions of the C.A.A. are
echoed by the Federal Air Safety Board, which is
convinced that private flyers must be provided
with airplanes that are simpler to operate and
safer to fly than present-day aircraft.

The training of C.A.A. students on these spin-
proof, stall-proof airplanes is to start immedi-
ately as a part of the regular civilian training
program. Initially, 60 students are to be taught
to fly by receiving instruction in the Ercoupe and
Stearman-Hammond planes. The plan is to have
the students fly these planes until they receive
their private licenses, after which they are to re-
ceive instruction on conventional light planes. A
comparison will then be made of the lengths of
time required to learn to fly each of the different
types.

If these experiments are successful, the results
may have the effect of revolutionizing the entire
light-plane industry and private flying in this



subject of experimentation. According to per-
formance figures, the Fieseler Storch plane, .which
was built in Germany, is one of the safest air-
planes ever built. Freedom from stalling and
spinning, short take-off run and extremely low
landing speed are its most striking characteristics.
The Storch is a three-place cabin monoplane with
wings which fold back along the fuselage. Of
especial interest is the unusually wide field of
vision; the side windows are built out from the
side of ·the fuselage with the lower panels sloping
in acutely to give good downward vision. There
are reports that this plane has been used exten-
sively by Germany for observation work ill the
present war.

The most recent entry into the light, safe air-
plane field is the .projected plane of the Midland
Aircraft Company. The plane, to be mounted on
a tricycle landing gear, will incorporate the ex-
tensive use of plastic materials along with favor-
able stall-proof, spin-proof characteristics. By
the use of plastic molding methods, the company
expects to produce a plane to sell at a price much
lower than those offered by competitors in the
same class.

ROADABLE AIRPLANE

One of the most interesting innovations .in un-
usual aircraft design is the roadable airplane. As
early as 1912 or 1913, a Frenchman built an- air-
plane with two engines, one for driving the pro-
peller and the other for driving a transmission
which would move the plane along the ground.
The machine flew well in its tests, and after they
were completed, the designer astounded the cit-
izens of Paris by driving the contraption back-
ward through the streets. The idea of roadable
aircraft has been rxvived in recent years. The
roadable autogiro built by the Pitcairn Company
was equally -at home in the air or on the ground.
The blades could be folded back at the airport, the
engine clutched from the' propeller to a ground
transmission and the machine could proceed along
the ground much -in the manner of an automobile.
The Waterman Arrourmobile can be used the same
way .except that the wings must be taken off the
plane before it can be used along the road.

It is quite possible to produce a machine that
will be satisfactory as an airplane and that can
also be converted into something equally as satis-
factory for use as an automobile. However; in the
manufacture of such a machine, the added weights
and 'complications of structure have to be met and
consideration must be given to the fact that a,
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German photograph of the Fieseler "Storch" in the steep take-off.

road able airplane is neither as good as the ordi-
nary airplane nor' as good as the ordinary auto-
mobile.

The future for the private-plane industry and
for the private flyer is attractive in this country.
The ideal flivver airplane is not yet here, but, with
the amount of experimentation now going on, it
should not be far away. Meanwhile, perfectly
good light planes which have splendid flying qual-
ities and which are equipped with all the essential
instruments are available for ordinary private
flying. These planes, if the pilot is not careless
and observes the basic rules of flying, are quite
safe. They are good for a cross-country flight of
300 or 400 miles, have a mileage of 25 to the gal-
Ion and costno-more than $1400 to $1900. These
prices are due for a swift revision in favor of
the buyer as soon as more people take to the air
and mass production methods become possible.

Within a few years the price of a fully equip-
ped, low-powered plane should be no higher than
that of a low-priced automobile. An enormous
increase in consumption and improved methods of
construction lend assurance to that.

The use of plastics in construction .will allow
a production rate comparable to the present mass
production of automobiles. These improved planes
will require no more pre-flight instruction than
the instruction now required for learning to
drive ..an automobile. The purchaser may even
be ableto buya machine that maybe used either
for flying or-for land transportation! Thee'day
when all of America takes to the air may not be
far away.
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TIRE-O-SCOPE

THE cause of numerous costly automobile acci-
dents often may be traced to defective tires.

Using a new fluoroscopic device, filling station at-
tendants may readily detect hidden breaks, bruis-
es, cord separations and embedded foreign objects
in these tires. 'I'his new unit allows the inspec-
tion .of tires on all passenger cars, and small
trucks. 'I'he x-ray output is sufficient to permit
the inspection of eight-ply white side-wall tires;
zinc oxide in the side walls makes them more
opaque to radiation than ordinary black walls.

The unit is constructed to allow easy movement
from wheel to wheel of the car under observation,
and requires only a single standard electric light
outlet. An all-metal x-ray head contains the
transformers and the x-ray .tube, immersed in oil
in a grounded metal container. This precaution
renders the equipment shockproof for the protec-
tion of the operator and others who may be near
the machine while it is in use.

A removable key on the line switch protects the
instrument against unauthorized use; another
switch, which energizes the x-ray tube only when
the button is -depressed, prolongs tube-life and
prevents needless exposure. A higher voltage for
inspecting heavier tires is controlled by a two-
position kilovolt selector. The red glow of a pilot
light indicates when the unit is ready for use.

When a tire is ready for examination, the end
of the car involved is jacked up about nine inches,
and the "Tire-o-scope" is centered under the wheel
in line with the axle so that it is as close as possi-
ble to, the wall of the tire. By turning a single
control wheel, the operator can immobilize the
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unit, apply a brake to the machine, raise the pro-
tective end-shields and place the wheel-turning
rooler against the tire. He can then press the
x-ray switch and look at the image of the tire
through a viewing screen. The attendant may
mark the exact position of a defect or imbedded
object by pressing a button while the defect is
opposite an arrow visible at the center of the
screen.

This instrument, the result of two years of re-
search, applies the knowledge of x-ray in com-
mercial and medical fields to automotive safety.
Its advent will probably increase tire sales and
also reduce accidents caused by tire failure.

-Courtesy General Electric

LIGHTING EVALUATOR

Many night drivers are unconsciously affected
by the problem of street illumination. The bright ...
ness of pavements, the clarity of objects on and
near the roadway, and the interference with vision
caused by glare from lighting systems are three
factors which determine how quickly, clearly and
infallibly a driver can see.

An ingenious instrument known as the Light-
ing Evaluator now enables safety authorities to
ascertain the effectiveness of street-lighting ac-
curately and rapidly. With this device, officials
can determine visibility values without stepping
from their cars. .The Evaluator "sees" and
promptly records the actual conditions of illum-
ination as the driver notes them.
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MIDGET PHOTOLAMP

A new midget has stepped into the realm which
emphasizes a trend of photography toward minia-
ture cameras, films of postage stamp size and
minute equipment. A tiny photoflash lamp, smaller
than a golf ball, gives more light for its size than
any other commercial photolamp-nearly a mil-
lion lumens at the peak of its flash. Designed for
use with all cameras except focal-plane shutter
types, this lamp is so small that several dozen may
be carried in a coat pocket.

Like lamps usually found in automobile head-
lights, this new midget employs a bayonet-type
base and allows rapid-fire loading in reflector
equipment. Its powerful flash allows outdoor
long-range "takes" at night as well as snapshots
indoors, and lasts long enough to permit easy
synchronization.

-Courtesy General Electric

COLOR FLASH BULB

The camera fan who strives to' produce pictures
in natural colors has a new servant at his disposal.
A newly developed photoflash lamp is coated with
a corrected blue lacquer filter which enables
photographers to take pictures indoors or out,
day or night, and to get results comparable with
those obtainable in natural daylight. The new lamp
is particularly suitable for use with daylight
Kodachrome film, and emits a wealth of photo-
graphic "balanced light" which is ideal for use
in combination with natural daylight. The design
allows its use in taking colored pictures by either
the synchronized or open-flash method.
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HIGH-SPEED CAMERA

A camera that is believed to be the fastest in
the world was recently developed to photograph
electric arcs. No standard camera could produce
a satisfactory record of split-second arc action,
but this new device can take pictures at the rate
of 120,000 per second.

In construction, the new camera is very differ-
ent from an ordinary Kodak because of its un-
usual use and much higher speed. It is over four
feet high, nearly three feet deep, and four feet
wide, and weighs 1000 pounds. A steel case, large
enough to hold a workman, surrounds the camera
and provides a handy darkroom.

So brillia~t are the flashes of an electric arc
that the pictures would be distorted if glass lenses
were used. Instead, 1000 holes of 0.01-inch diam-
eter, are arranged .on a revolving drum, fourteen
inches in diameter, so that no two 'holes are ex-
actly opposite each other and no two come into
photographic position at the same time. Actually,
this device is a glorified pinhole camera with no
lenses at all. The circumferential speed of the
drum, or the speed of the film passing the slot is
about 270 miles per hour.

Pictures are actually taken during but one revo-
lution of the drum, for this time is sufficient to
photograph the short life of an electric arc. Each
of the 1000 pictures is nine milimeters square, or
about one-third of an inch on a side. The camera
has a universal focus, and requires no particular
setting except that which obtains the best rela-
tion of object to image size.
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The ideas expressed. in the following editorial
do not necessarily express the convictions of the
COOPERATIVE ENGINEER.

THE prevalence of cheating among students at
the University of Cincinnati has been, for

some years, a source of concem to various
thoughtful individuals and groups on the campus.
Regardless of the success of attempts, to eradicate
dishonesty, there is still evidence 'of· the existence
of unfair practices, 'and there are indications that
greatdifficulty will -be metin ridding the campus
of conditions which require strong defensive
measures. Realizing the necessity for action and
something of the magnitude of the task, the Chem-
ical Engineering Student .Cabinet ~has set up a
permanent committee, composed of two men from
each. of the present Junior, Pre-Junior and Sopho-
more classes, to investigate the situation as thor-
oughly as possible and to attempt to eliminate
cheating in all of its forms. .

Since such a committee must first justify its
existence, an effort was begun to determine, with
some degree of accuracy, the extent of cheating
and the forms in which it usually occurs. To this
end evidence has been solicited -from. the student
body' through questionnaires of a multiple-choice
nature. For purposes of study, the committee
deems -it desirable to obtain a representative
opinion from every' class of every department of
th University. However, since its functioning
will actually involve only the Chemical Engineer-
ing Department, the stu-dent poll' has thus far
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been limited tothis one division. Here a repre-
sentative number of questionnaires (ten to
twenty from each of the four upper classes) has
been filled out and the results have been tabulated.
Forty-eight per cent of the students have "some-
times seen" cheating occurring. Thirty-six per
cent thought that cheating was "common," and
sixteen per cent branded it "very common."

The student body admits quite frankly that
cheating does occur; the factors that cause and
permit ..cheating should be discussed -just as
frankly. The reasons that. were developed are
only possible ones which were suggested by the
,available data. They may not be pleasing 'to
some readers, but they are the logical conclusions
reached through a study of similar situations at
other schools and' a survey of student opinion and
enrollment data at our own university.

Of course the' one reason that blankets all oth-
ers, in this as in many other shortcomings, is the
human character. We all like to reap the benefits
of being considered intelligent, to win the respect
of our own companions, to obtain better jobs and
to gain a place on honor rolls. Yet most of us
wish to exert as little effort as possible to attain
our rank. When certain pressures become power-
ful enough to multiply the difficulty of obtaining
high grades honestly, many of us may slip into
dishonest methods. But nothing can be achieved
by-worrying over the fact that most students will
cheat if, placed under certain' circumstances. The
success in eliminating cheating will lie in the
elimination of the circumstances which cause and
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permit it to flourish. ency to cheat is greatly increased. One or two
One of the chief causes of dishonesty in this students could not cheat effectively because- they

university is the high graduation mortality rate. would be too conspicuous in a class seriously at-
The fear of being eliminated overcomes the fear tempting to do its work in an honest manner. The
of detection. The fact that a fear of failing is use of a neighbor's paper would not be nearly so
widespread may be concluded from the enrollment easy if he were disposed to disapprove of cheat-
records for the last several years. During the ing, Moreover, student opinion would exert a
ten years beginning with 1925, only 27 per cent check on this practice if the majority of students
of the entering students graduated. Among the felt that all the quizzes were fair determinations
reasons for withdrawal, failure accounts for of required knowledge.
42 per cent. Of all the students entering the There is no proof that "weeding out," is con-
Engineering College, 30 per cent did not complete ducive to better teaching. It is possible, consider-
the course because of failure. ing the human complex, that the survivors not

Perhaps the faculty feels that a number of stu- only fail to benefit by this practice, but actually
dents must be "weeded out" to uphold the existing suffer somewhat because of the strenuous compe- .
high-standards, or perhaps the admission require- tition. Are "scholastic lives" being led to no
ments and the criteria of the selection of students specific purpose? The student opinion poll pre-
are inadequate. "Is weeding out" necessary? viously mentioned strikingly upholds the concern
Might not better results be obtained by raising felt over mortality rates. "Fear of low scores on
entrance requirements to insure better student exams and fear of being 'weeded out'" were
material? These are questions that should be named as major reasons for cheating by 72 per
answered, for upon them depend the standards cent of those answering the questions. Reasons
of our university and, indirectly, all the hopes given as "common" by the greater proportion of
of those who attend our school with the intention students were: "Examinations too long or too
of improving their situations. Perhaps these ques- difficult" and "lack of student preparation for
tions can be answered for this school in a thesis exams."
problem by some senior, who not only wishes to A factor that is vital in permitting or curbing
get credits towards graduation, but who would cheating is the attitude of the instructors. What
also like to perform a useful service for his col- persons are in a better position to direct campus
lege. Whatever may be the cause, the prevailing thought and manners than they? First, the in-
mortality rates are proof that the work is too structor is a person having extensive knowledge
"difficult" for a large percentage of students'. in fields that are respected by the student. Second,
These people are faced with two alternatives: To he is selected by the university to teach and, to a
return home, bitterly confessing failure" or to use large degree, to decide what shall be taught and
a method of "getting by"-cheating on quizzes. how it shall be taught. Third, he is a person

We are offering no defense for cheating. Cer- having an extraordinary opportunity for contact-
tainly a student considering all possibilities should ing large numbers of young people. Of course,
realize that it is he who is being harmed most the students themselves are the last to admit that
when he does not play fairly. Primarily, he they are influenced by their instructors; certainly
misses the thrills of the game which come only few of us care for the role of-a dutiful, respectful
through honest achievement. disciple. Yet the professor is the focal point of

More important, such a student is deluding him- every class, and his speech and actions are directly
self concerning his own future; he may hide his responsible for all that occurs in the class. If the
inabilities behind false grades so well that even he instructor will apply to his classroom work the
is not fully aware of them; but he cannot hope to same effort and skill that he expends in his vari-
go through life cheating himself and others unde- ous other activities, he may find himself in the
tected - too many people have tried and failed! flattering position of leader and advisor to a re-
No, the judicious student will see cheating as the specting and broad-minded student body.
disease that it is. But we feel that so long as high While the instructor must handle disciplinary
mortality rates prevail, a powerful motivating matters diplomatically, the investigating commit-
force tends to warp otherwise straight-thinking tee believes that strict supervision of quizzes is a-
minds and to cause cheating on examinations. necessary measure in fighting dishonesty. The

This force, of course, will be an influence wher- faculty seems to shift, to some extent, this respon-
ever there is a failing student, but because of the sibility on the grounds of being opposed to polic-
large size of the groups subjected to the pressure ing methods in classes and on the fu-rther idea that
of possible failure, the opportunity and the tend- each student should be honest for matters of his
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personal benefit. should use its superior abilities to baffle cheaters.
Of course, each student comes to school volun- A faculty who does this can, by leadership, steer

tarily, apparently to gain an amount of knowl- the students away from cheating and, by ingenu-
edge that has been approved as useful. But in ity, foil those who are not manly enough to accept
all systems there are some weaknesses which must intelligent guidance.
be guarded. A large majority of the students is .. There can be no doubt of the harm in permit-
willing to get by on individual merits, but soon ting dishonorable practices to continue freely on
they notice that a few members of the school have this campus. Contact with dishonor can never
an easier way. If the work becomes too difficult, contribute anything worthwhile to an individual,
quite a large part of the class will follow this although many worthless lives come from just
example of violating the code of honesty-espe- such small beginnings. The individual who has
cially in a class in which the instructor makes it developed the habit of cheating in college; whether
known that he is not an "enforcement officer." or not he sincerely considers that he has just cause
It would be very easy, as cases have shown, to to do so, will find that he has cultivated a habit
over-rule the natural objection and to commit which does not disappear with his departure from
small infractions which would be helpful in a school. He will find it easier to cover up and to
"tight spot." lie about errors in his work just as he has cov-

In the presence of an instructor who is "broad- ered up his scholastic misconduct. But these de-
minded;" it may be easy to drift into all the bet- ceits ·pile.up, and inevitably the false work must
ter known tricks. This is actually what happens be recognized for what it is. Slowly, but surely,
to a large percentage of students; every man who it must become known that a deceitful individual
is put "on his own" does practically nothing to- produces work that is not always reliable. After
ward curbing dishonesty. this occurs, it is difficult to discover a place for

Moreover, there is no necessity for strong-arm him in the professional world, for a fundamental
tactics in enforcing honesty on quizzes. What is -point of any profession is integrity. Probably
needed from the professor is a straightforward this sounds like a fantastic moralizing story ..
stand that cheating must go. The attitude 'should Perhaps it does, but during this short study two
be neither 'belligerent nor over-considerate, but actual incidents such as these were told by faculty
should be presented simply as a matter of policy members.
for the good of the students and of the University. There is much hinging on the work that Uni-
Many students already realize that this policy is versity of Cincinnati graduates do in the profes-
good and that its advocation and supervision by sional world. Surely all who graduate are going
a respected man will have a positive effecton the to profit by the reputation of the school. Yet the
elimination of all forms of cheating. The protec- standing of the school is lowered to the same ex-
tion against the first small violation must always tent that its standards are permitted to be under-
be present. mined. It is not necessary for industries to be

In addition to setting the standard of conduct, informed of i:r:fractions on the campus; they can
the instructor can further the situation greatly by learn these. things from the graduates they em-
giving consideration to the physical circumstances ploy. The greater the number of incompetent
on quiz days. Alternate seating in alternate people who have University of Cincinnati train-
rows, where possible, is a big help toward manly ing, the lower will be the worth of our degrees.
conduct on the part of the individual. The results It has been demonstrated by the student body's
of the student questionnaire show that the major- own admission that cheating is much too common
ity of cheating is done by copying from other on the U. C. campus. Possible causes of the situ-
papers or by whispering during examinations. ation, as deduced from student questionnaires,
Construction of quizzes' so that the answers are enrollment data and related studies are: The high
difficult to pass along is another incentive to hon- mortality rate from scholastic failures which has
esty. A complete discussion or full solution is prevailed for a number of years in the College
much more difficult to p-urloin than an answer to of Engineering and the laxity of the faculty in
a completion or true-false question. Cribbing is failing to curb dishonesty. Possibilities for elim-
more prevalent in classes where the questions can inating these causes should be considered. Mor-
be predicted from quizzes of previous years. If tality rates might be cut down if a higher grade of
the questions are varied from term to term, the student material were selected through the use
making of a good "crib" entails as much work as of entrance examinations. The faculty can be a
studying and thus sounds its own death knell. powerful force in improving the situation; it can
Therefore, from a student's viewpoint.vthe faculty· (Continued on Page 30)
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PREDICTING FLOOD CRESTS
John M. POPPI E.E. 140

An immediate and pressing problem in the Ohio Valley, flood control, has
been given considerable study and research.. Predicting the crest of
a flood has come to be an important part of the flood control program.

THE writer is deeply indebted to two alumni of. meters close to their normal location, the discon-
the University of Cincinnati for the subject nection of branches of distribution feeders which

matter in this article. These alumni, Robert W. are under water, and the attachment of oil pres-
Neel, Com.E. '35 and Frank E. Sanford, E.E. '26, sure lines and tanks to transformers for the pur-
are employed by the Cincinnati Gas and Electric pose of preventing water from entering these sub-
Company. merged oil-filled transformers which are too large

Floods occur quite frequently in the Cincinnati to. be removed.
area, where the flood stage is 52 feet. Persons·
living in and about Cincinnati usually recall such
major floods as those of 1937, 1913, or 1884, but
there are many smaller floods which occur much
more frequently. A probability curve shows that
at Cincinnati the river overflows its banks and
reaches a stage of 52 feet every other year, 57
feet every three years, 66 feet every 12 years, and
73 feet every 60 years.

Since the flood of 1937, which is the highest on
record, the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company
has carried out a program of moving or flood~'
proofing several substations and two generating
plants, and of rebuilding several major lines and
distribution feeders. Prior to the 1937 flood, all
major equipment of the company was flood-
proofed for a river stage of 72 feet, but since that
flood proved the existing protection was inade-
quate, the company has flood-proofed most of its
equipment for a stage of 85 feet.

The problem of protecting equipment carrying.
power to customers in the flood area still remains,
however. During the 1937 catastrophe, 625 trans-
formers and about 25,000 meters were submerged.
Distribution equipment in flood areas has been
raised as much as possible, but naturally, there is
a limit to the height to which it may be moved.
The only apparent solution to the problem is that
of removing the equipment from the inundated
areas as the water approaches.

EMERGENCY PROGRAM

The Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company has
adopted an emergency program, which will beput
into effect during floods. This program includes
a systematic removal of meters well ahead of ris-
ing waters, identification and storage of these
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Preeipitation data obtained. for 41 run-off districts.

Since the success of such a program depends
upon working well ahead of the rise of the water,
it is necessary to have accurate predictions of
river stages at hand, With these predictions the
company can decide what amount of equipment
should be removed, how fast to remove it, and how
fast to replace it as the water recedes. During
previous floods, it was found that flood-stage pre-
dictions made by the company were little more

(Continued on Page 28)
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SE-EN AND HEARD
WlTH 1939 GRADUATES
DONALDFRYE, C.E., working for

the government in the hydraulic
section of the Tennessee Valley
Authority project ... DELOS REY-
NOLDS,Com.E., learning all about
X-rays at the Kelley Koett Com-
pany ... ADOLPHGOODMAN,Ck.E.,
Math. scholar in the Graduate
School, working hard for his M.A.
... ROBERT TATGENHORST,Bus.
Ad., accounting for the suits Good-
all Company sells the well-dressed
man about campus . . . GRACE
SCHROETTER,B.S. in A.A., teach-
ing children all about art at one
of the Cincinnati schools · · ·
LOUIS LEE BURKE, Aero.E., speed-
ing up airplane production with
Vultee in California ... ALFEO J.
MARTINA, B.S. in Arch., planning
houses for the government with
the Federal Housing Administra-
tion ... WILLIAM A. HEITMANN,
G.E., helping control the Ohio's
floods at Louisville, Kentucky, in
the U. S. Engineer's Office · · ·
CHARLES R. GALL and AL GOLD-
MAN,E.E., with electric companies
in Cincinnati and West Virginia
respectively ... JAKE W. GUEHR-
lNG, Ch.E., former prexy of stu-
dent Council and of the Senior
Class, making ink in Indianapolis
... RODERICKSTEWART,Bus.Ad.,
deserting business to become an
orchestra leader-seen around the
Alpha Chi Omega house ... MARK
M. MORRIS,C.E., planning bridges
with the Pan-American Bridge
Company . . . TOM K. RODGERS,
B.S. in Arch., with the Planning
Commission of our fair Queen City
... MELVIN SHORR,Aero.E., prac-
ticing his profession at Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio . . . WILLIAM
H. MICHAELS, B.S. in Arch., for-
mer art editor of the Co-op ENGI-
NEER, planning tricky trolleys for
the Cincinnati Street Railway · · ·
MALCOLMAYDT, ROVERM. LOCK-
WOOD, and RAYMOND G. WEBER,
M.E., enjoying each other's com-
pany while making refrigerators
with Servel,Inc .... HELEN PFAF-
FENRITTER,B.S. in A.A., wielding
a brush at the Gibson Art Co....
JUANITA RANDOLPH,Bus.Ad., sup-
plementing her business training
with a little work in Teachers Col-
lege summer school and learning
to be a good commerce teacher.
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ENGINEERS ON THE
CAMPUS

#

Dawn Corneil, Bus.Ad. '42

DID you know that many of the administrators of our
university are engineering alumni? Having always

pictured these executives as dealing with unreal matters in
vague, far away offices, we were surprised to discover ~hat
the contrary was true. We present some of the engineers
on campus who deal with the vital problems of running the
complex organization of our university.

Four years out of College, RALPH W. MILLER, Com.E. '29,
came to the university in 1933 as comptroller. Dashing to
the dictionary we find that comptroller means "one who has
charge of the expenditures of a corporation." And this is
just one of the many phases of Mr. Miller's work. .In this
capacity he supervises all accounting, auditing and business
procedure for the university. From his office come im-
portant financial reports and many types of statistics. The
investments of the university are also handled through his
office. From this maze of financial data is evolved the
budget which he as comptroller must make the university
conform to in the coming year.

Under his guidance the business office is developing a sys-
tem of University financial control which in its final form
should be second to none. Mr. Miller is a staunch advocate
of the type of training received in the Engineering College
and has used practically every part of it in his work.

MR. VINCENT H. DRUFNER enrolled in the Engineering
College in 1914 but interrupted his college career to join
the A. E. F., where he became a major in the Coast Artillery.
Returnin·g to the university at the close of the war, he re-
recived the B.S. Degree in Civil Engineering in 1920. For
several years he was coordinator for the Commercial Engi-
neering Department. When a growing interest in Adult
Education in Cincinnati caused the University to schedule
classes in the evening, he became Supervisor of Evening
Courses in the College of Engineering and Commerce under
the late Dean Schneider.

When, by action of the Board of Directors, all evening
classes were organized as the Evening College in 1938, Mr.

-Drufner was appointed Director in which capacity he now
serves. It has been due largely to his efforts that the Eve-
ning College has grown from a small, little-known school to
a large, well-known college offering all types of courses from
bacteriology to costume design. At present the Evening
College en-rolls some 6,000 students. Several thousand more
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are attracted each year to an informal lecture series pro-
gram with lectures given by leading figures in industry,
politics and international affairs.

MR. VERNON E. CURRAN,Com.E. '32, now one of the two
Assistant Directors of the Evening College, reached this
position after many interesting experiences. Since he was
interested in promotional and advertising work, he took a
position with the Kroger Grocery and Baking Company in
the advertising department shortly after graduation. After
a period as display production manager he became a field
contact-man, handling store openings and sales .promotions.
He was then transferred to Piggly Wiggly to become office
manager and associate editor of the store paper. His next
move was to that of field contact-man. Here he did promo-
tional and store installation work. This job called for a
great deal of traveling and Mr. Curran saw much of the
country during his stay with the Piggly Wiggly concern.

His present work as Assistant Director of the Evening
College is largely administrative and concerns the problems
and details of the college in addition to some promotional
work.

MR. FRANK R. NEUFFER, Com.E. '33, another Assistant
Director of the Evening College, received valuable experi-
ence after graduation as a salesman for the Standard Oil
Company. He made practical application of his college
training as an accountant and later as an agent for Union.
Central Life Insurance Company. He came to the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati in 1937. His present position utilizes
much of his professional training since it includes pub-
licity work for the Evening College, student adviser, faculty
adviser to all evening campus activity groups and manager
of the Employment Department for evening students. He
is also faculty adviser for the Evening College News Record.

MISS GENEVIEVEF. KRUTHAUP,Bus.Ad. '39, whom many
of us remember as the Student Union Secretary, simply
moved over to the Dean of Women's Office when she gradu-
ated. As Assistant to the Dean of Women, Miss Kruthaup
has many interesting duties. She keeps a complete file of
all undergraduate women and assists the Dean of Women
in interviewing these students and helping solve their vari-
ous problems. The Orientation program for women is also
organized through this office.

MR. WILLIAM B. SCHOELWER,C.ET. '22, is Superintendent
of Grounds and Buildings for the University. He is super-
visor of all campus watchmen for the buildings and parking
and is in charge of all maintenance and repair on the
campus. He is the man responsible for the gallant efforts
of the workmen who try to keep the campus grounds cov-
ered with a respectable coat of grass.
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SEEN AND HEARD
WITH ~1940' GRADUATES
Off to a flying start with an ad-

vance report of the 1940 bunch
who have already set themselves
on the path to success .... RAY
BISPLINGHOFF, Aero.E., President
of I. Ae. S., planning to stay on
campus and study at. the Basic
Science L-aboratory . . . GEORGE
HUISMAN, a fellow Aero.E., al-
ready settled in a little "Blue
Heaven" all his own ... JOHN
MOUNT, Bus.Ad., taking on the
editorship of the North Cincinmati
Community News in between his
hours of working at Union Central
Life Insurance Company ... BOB
VETTER, Ch.E., headed for success,
being awarded a graduate assis-
tantship in physical chemistry at
the. University of Wisconsin ...
FELIX ROCHE, Com.E., getting all
mixed up with a bunch of aero-
nauticals as he plans to work for
the Frazer Propeller Corporation
· · · HELEN CROW,Bus.Ad., trying
to live up to that new Pi Chi Epsi-
lon ring she wears as she strives
to fill Mrs. Palmer's place as co-
ordinator for the women ... EVER-
ETT YELTON, Ch.E., being chosen
by the Engineering Tribunal as the
outstanding engineering graduate
and being awarded accordingly
· · · DON REIK, former Tau Beta Pi
prexy, and JOHN Por-r, both E.E.'s,
planning to work for General Elec-
tric . . . HELEN LILES, Bus.Ad.,
stealing a march on her fellow
classmates by being married sev-
eral days after her final quiz . . .
ED ALLEN, G.E., headed for Min-
nesota and an assistantship in the
Graduate School there, . . . HERB
FAHRENBRUCK, Com.E., turning
fireman, salesman, and what have
you, and selling fire insurance on
the side ... FRANK ROBINSONand
SANFORD TINGLEY, Aero.E., get-
ting jobs right off the bat with the
Lockheed Aircraft Company in
California . . . MERLE RAHMES,
Ch.E., journeying down to' good old
Ashland, Kentucky, and planning
to work for the Ashland Oil & Re-
fining Company ... HENRY KRAUS-
KOPF, Bus.Ad., former president of
Engineering Tribunal, selling bis-
cuits, cakes, etc., for the Streitman
Biscuit Co .... BILL CUNNINGHAM,
C.E., joining a bunch of U. C.
Alumni at T. V. A .... DON CAMP-
BELL, M.E., champion commuter
from Glendale, going into business
with his pa.
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SYNTHETIC RUBBER DEVELOPMENT
Stanley Brill, Ch.E. 141

The manufacture of synthetic rubber substitutes permits the use of home by-products. These new sub-

stitutes have all the qualities of natural rubber and possess others which are quite superior to those of

the original product. Several types being developed and produced commercially are discussed here.

THE chemist's dream of making better rubber li~itations upon the growth of the trees are cer-
than nature can produce has already been tain to have an adverse effect on the development

realized. Since the first commercial production of all connected industries.
of synthetic rubber ten years ago, the industry Samples of natural rubber differ widely in de-
has functioned on almost a billion dollar scale. tails of properties, and an attempt to produce a
Perhaps we should primarily note several reasons synthetic rubber of exactly the same structure
for the importance of finding substitutes for the would be both difficult and futile. Fortunately, it
natural material. Economically, synthetic rub- is possible to obtain synthetic substances which
her substitutes eliminate the dependence on im- resemble natural latex in the linkage of the vari-
portation of raw materials from tropical points, ous hydrocarbon groups, and which have similar
and permit a profitable utilization of surplus home physical properties and resistance to specific ex-
by-products. On the other hand, while these sub- ternal conditions and chemical reagents. The
stitutes are more costly in most cases, their phys- synthesis of rubber must be considered as a great
ical and chemical proporties allow greater flexibil- achievement in the field of organic chemistry.
ity of use. Regardless of the amount of synthetic From timber, coal, chalk, natural gas, shale and
rubber produced, there is no chance of glutting oil, very complex materials may be prepared in a
the market, for as prices fall and the different comparatively short time.
types increase, the uses of rubber become pro-
portionally numerous. EARLY DEVELOPMENTS

The production of rubber from the exudation of The first substance utilized for the manufacture
the rubber tree is a wasteful process in which of synthetic rubber was isoprene (beta-methyl
plant life is involved. The time and space con- butadiene), CH2: C (CH3). CH: CH2• Isoprene,
sumed are such that the output cannot be in- a colorless liquid possessing a characteristic odor,
creased beyond a definite limit unless trees are was first investigated in 1860 by C. P. Williams,
planted years in advance. Most natural rubber who formed it in the distillate obtained in the
is the product of the tree, havea brasiliensis. Its pyrogenetic decomposition of India rubber. This
production is confined to tropical countries and is "cracking" type of reaction has been considered
dependent on a supply of cheap labor. The com- inferior and unscientific, but it is used today in
mercial products made from this material are not plants where millions of tons of coal and coke are
ideal, but the art of covering undesirable proper- treated annually.
ties has progressed until many faults may be. dis- While using butadiene in this decomposition
guised. process, several companies have produced a mate-

In spite of these advances, natural rubbers are rial known as Buna rubber. In the production of
still subject to deterioration by oxidation and Buna rubber, the chief raw material is butane,
crack with numerous reversals of force. These which is available in almost unlimited quantities
rubbers in their best compounded forms have a in natural gas and as a by-product of oil refineries.
limited resistance to chemicals and animal, veg- Chemists estimate that nine billion pounds of bu-
etable and mineral oils. Raw rubber, it must be tane could be obtained annually from natural gas
emphasized, is a plant material, and as such is and that an additional seven billion pounds is al-
subject to the age and genetic strain of the tree, ready produced in oil refineries. Oil refinery
the season of the year, the state of the soil and the processes, if modified, could easily increase this
geographical situation. Because of these and amount to a much larger value; at the present
other factors, rubber growers have great difficulty time, butane is used mainly as a fuel gas.
in obtaining a uniformity in their products. Such In the method used by the Universal Oil Prod-
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ucts, butane gas at atmospheric pressure is heated through a red-hot iron tube. This experiment led
to 1000°F. and is then passed over solid catalysts to others, among which were those conducted by
which are at the same temperature. This pro- Heineman. The latter obtained better yields than
cedure removes two hydrogen molecules from the did Tilden by passing the turpentine vapors at
butane, and hydrogen and butadiene come out of 465°F. over finely divided copper and silver cata-
the reaction vessel. The hydrogen is separated lysts. Several other methods that can be used
from the butadiene and is used as fuel gas in the for the production of isoprene have little practical
plant. The butadiene is then polymerized, at a importance because of their cost or inadaptibility
moderate expense, into the complex molecules to large-scale production.
which are known as Buna rubber. Butadiene is Of the many operations in the manufacture of
very similar to isoprene in molecular structure, synthetic rubber, the most difficult stage is the
having a hydrogen atom present on the ~ carbon polymerization. This is a problem not only be-
atom instead of a CH3 group as in isoprene. At cause of the time required and the formation of
a plant in Riverside, Illinois, a yield of 60 per cent undesirable by-products, but also because of the
is obtained from the daily treatment of 250,000 simultaneous production of various modifications
cubic feet of butane. of rubber which may differ widely with regard

Germany also produces a Buna rubber, which is to solubility in benzene and other solvents, be-
similar to the American product, but which has havior during vulcanization, resistance to atmos-
five more steps in its production. In the German pheric influences and firmness and suitability for
process, the raw materials for Buna are prin- various industrial purposes. The manufacture
cipally coal and limestone. In successive opera- becomes additionally aggravated by the fact that
tions, these materials pass as calcium carbide and many polymerized rubbers require long periods
acetylene to the starting material, which is again for tests in actual usage.
butadiene. From this point the process is similar The polymerization of isoprene into rubber by
to the American one. In Germany, the cost of means of ultra-violet light was first observed in
Buna is considerably higher than that of natural 1878 by Wallach; however, only very small yields
rubber, but the material, nevertheless, is being of rubber can be obtained in such a manner. Iso-
produced as a step toward military self-suffi- prene can be converted into rubber by heating it
ciency. in sealed tubes with or without the addition of

American technologists and engineers have per- acid, akaline or neutral catalysts; the tempera-
formed tests on Buna rubber and have found that ture is preferably kept between 100°C. and 150°C.
its resistance to heat, abrasion and oxidation are for three days. After polymerization, a rubber
higher than that of rubber; they have also found mass is obtained dissolved in unpolymerized iso-
that tires of Buna rubber give twice the mileage prene. The simpler hydrocarbons may be sepa-
of ordinary tires. Buna rubber is odorless, and, rated by distillation or by precipitation of the
although more expensive than natural rubber at rubber.
present price levels, is more economical than nat-
ural rubber for use in acid and alkali work, where USE OF METALLIC SODIUM
its greater resistance is valuable. Virginia, New Still another method of isoprene polymerization
Jersey and Illinois loom as future centers of Buna worthy of mention" is that involving the use of
production because of their proximity to rubber metallic sodium. In this process, isoprene is sealed
fabrication industries, large oil refineries and nat- in tubes with about three per cent by weight of
ural gas supplies. thin sodium wire. The tubes are kept at 60°C. for

several days, at the end of which time the dark
SEVERAL OTHER METHODS brown mass is treated with acetone, which pre-

In addition to pyrogenetic reactions for the cipitates. the rubber from the mixture. T.his
preparation of isoprene, there are several othe.r met~?d I~ excellen~ because of the ab~ence of im-
methods which are possible. Among these is the purities In th~ finIs~ed produ~t, but IS costly be-
preparation of isoprene from terpenes. The for- cau~e of the high price of sodium,
mula of isoprene is C5Hs; if one compares this for- SInce natural rubber, apart from compounds .of
mula with that of pinene (C1oH16), the chief con- the form~la C1oH16, contal~s.a very com?l.ex mix-
stituent of turpentine, he can see that pinene con- ture of mmor components, It ISnot su:prI~Ing that
tains carbon and hydrogen in the same proportion when the. known meth.ods of vulcanization were
as in isoprene, but in twice the amount. Sir Wil- first applied to s!nthe~Ic rubber, ~he :esults were
liam Tilden of England recognized this fact and very poor. VarIOUSnitrogen der-ivatives present
produced isoprene by passing turpentine vapors (Continued on Page 27)
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ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Philip Seeskin and Robert Penien, E.E. 140

Social activities on the campus are indeed a finite part of the educational progr-am. Intra-mural

sports. parties and picnics all contribute to good fellowship and coordination among the students.

THE annual graduation night dance sponsored licity and advertising head at Shillito's, spoke on
by Tau Beta Pi was held in the beautiful Sum- "Getting A Job." All of the senior girls were

mit Hills Country Club ballroom. Victor Adkin's given corsages and each class presented a short
orchestra furnished music for the occasion. Grad- skit, with the Juniors giving take-offs on the Sen-
uating seniors were guests of honor. iors. The Co-Ep Chorus entertained the group

Tau Beta Pi officers for the coming year are as with various selections.
follows: Bob Doepken, President; Don Rinds- The Co-Ep Club Book, presented to the out-
berg, Vice-President; Irv Spielberg, Correspond-' standing Applied Arts junior girl, was awarded
ing Secretary; Dick Rettig, Recording 'Secretary; to Marilyn Stillings. Officers elected at this meet.
Don adorn, Treasurer; and Bernard Raffel, Cata- ing include: Ruth Doherty, President; Ann Wil-
loguer, Iiams, Vice-President; Gertrude Mauch, Secre-

Eta Kappa Nu played host to the E.E. gradu- tary; Florence Endebrock, Treasurer; Ruth Muel-
ating class at the home of Professor C. B. Hoff- ler, Business Administration Representative-at-
mann, with many of the H.K.N. alumni present. large; and Delores Stewart, Applied Arts Repre-
Moving pictures, plenty to eat and drink, and a sentative-at-Iarge. Also at this time, Dr. Bird,
variety of games caused the evening to be con- head of the Commerce Department, presented
sidered well-spent by all those who attended, Helen Crow with the ring given by Pi Chi Epsi-

James Johnson, President; Charles Beedle, Ion to the outstanding woman' graduate in the
Vice-President; Henry Starbuck, Treasurer; College of Engineering and Commerce. Pledges
Bruno Romano, Recording Secretary; and John to Pi Chi Epsilon, honorary scholarship and lead-
Lamb, Corresponding Secretary, are the H.K.N. ership sorority for Business Administration
officers for the ensuing year. women, were announced as follows: Marion

Alpha Chi Sigma entertained the senior Chem- Bacon, Pat Bade, Dawn Corneil, Florence Ende-
ical Engineers and the senior Liberal Arts chem- brock, Gertrude Mauch, Ruth Mueller and Mar-
istry majors at the Fort Mitchell Country Club in jorie Smith. All are pre-juniors.
old Kentucky. The melodies of Bob Daly's or- The annual joint meeting of the A.I.E.E. and
chestra kept the dancers moving at a fast tempo. A.I.Ch.E. was quite successful. Roger Baker,

The new officers for Alpha Chi Sigma include Cincinnati sports announcer, gave a talk, follow-
the following: Jack Meyer, President; Dick Ret- ing which he answered questions on sports in gen-
tig, Vice-President; Robert Giesse; Treasurer; eral. The meeting was' concluded with refresh-
Howard Kirsch, Recorder; and Eugene Fornefeld, ments.
Master of Ceremonies. The A.I.Ch.E. "As You Like It" party was held

Beta Gamma Sigma, National Honorary Busi- at the "Barn" in North College Hill. Favors were
ness Administration Society, held its annual initi- given to the young ladies present. A special f'ea-
ation at the Vernon Manor Hotel recently. Dr. ture of the evening was a "beauty contest" for
Francis Bird extended greetings to the new mem- the men.
bers. At its second skating party of the year held at

The officers for next year were elected at this Sefferino's, the A.I.E.E. was host to the Meehan-
affair. They are : Robert Miller, President; ical Engineers. A special feature of the evening
Julius Jacobs, Vice-President; Ruth Schoenling, was a race between the two groups. An E.E.,
Secretary; and Jack Heywood, Treasurer. Bob Young, won the race.

The Co-Ep Club held its annual Spring Banquet The girls in Engineering are proudly display-
in honor of the Seniors in the Faculty Dining ing a large shining cup which was awarded to
Room early in May. Miss Grace Kemper, pub- their basketball team for winning the Inter-
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College competition. In order to accomplish this, quet, which accompanied the elections, served as
the girls defeated the toughest team of all - an "introducing" party, when the new members
Teachers College-composed almost entirely of of Tribunal were "introduced," both to each other
Physical Education majors. This is the second and to ways and means of doing business. Dr.
time the girls from Engineering have taken the Gowdy, Dr. Bird and Mrs. Kindle were among the
cup, and, since Teachers College has also had it faculty members there.
twice, the battle next year should be a spirited Members of Tribunal for the coming year, to-
affair. Members of the team include: Florence gether with their departments, are as follows:
Endebrock, Captain; Jane Manogue, Ruth Doher- Bill Owens, Aeronautical; Bill Keesling, Business
ty, Ruth Mueller, Ruth Fogelsang, Ann Williams, Administration; LeWayne Felts, Chemical; ear-
and Ann Forsyth. roll Reed, Civil; Jack Smith, Commercial; Don

The annual Joint May Meeting of the Down- Odom, Mechanical; Maynard Knapp, Electrical:
town Student branches of the A.I.E.E. was held LeGrande Terry, Sophomore Representative; and
in Room 11, Swift Hall. Students who presented Ruth Doherty, Business Administration Women.
their theses at this time were Robert Butts, "In- The annual Pi Chi Epsilon picnic was held in
stantaneous Sound Recording"; Phil Berghauser, Burnet Woods and was given by the pledges in
"A Mechanical Inverter"; Wes Irwin, "High Fre- honor of the actives. With plenty to eat and
quency Measurements"; and Lou Kazda, "An Au- plenty to drink, the evening wound up in great
tomatic Voltage Regulator." Following the meet- style. The active members of Pi Chi Epsilon who
ing a record of the voices of members of the are still in school are: Ruth Doherty, Ruth Kil-
senior class and faculty was made with Robert lian, Dorothy Jane Bernard, Ruth Schoenling,
Butts' equipment. Copies of this record have been and Harriet Kersting.
made for members of the class, and these will no Pi Tau Sigma held its traditional stag party
doubt provide pleasant mementos of the day at the Saturday after graduation. Music and mer-
U. C. riment were the order of the day. Bob Doepken

The A.S.M.E. picnic was held at Elmer Schil- is President for the coming year.
lings' camp. Horseshoes, swimming and baseball
were the order of the day.

The I.Ae.S. picnic, held in Sharon Woods, fea- •
tured among other things, a grudge battle between Synthefic Rubber Development
the softball forces of the Pre-Junior Aeros and (Continued on Page 24)
the combined strength of the Junior and Senior . .. .
Aeros. However, even the sterling services of In natural rubber .ex~edIte vulcanization, an?,
Mr. Liepmann, Aero mentor, who was called to therefore, the SUbstltUtIO~ o~ some acceler~tor IS

active duty by the Pre-Juniors, could not forestall ne~essary .for th.e vu!canIzatIon of. synthetic ma-
their ultimate fate. They were soundly trounced terials .. CIn~amIc acid, also found In natural rub-
in both games of a double header-14 to 1 and ber, SUIts this purpose very well.
14 to 13.

After the ball games the members retired to a IMPORTANT SUBSTITUTE
sumptuous feast, prepared in true woodsmanlike Among the most important rubber substitutes
manner by the best cooks in the Junior Class. is Neoprene, which is now being produced on a
Spirits were light and the keg was thrice emptied commercial basis by the Du Pont Corporation.
ere the last recalcitrant Aero dragged himself Products of the processes for making synthetic
from the over-laden table. rubber based on isoprene have the disadvantage

The Business Administration Club held a din- of being difficult to mill. This difficulty arises
ner at the Kemper Lane Hotel for all their Senior from the branched chain molecules; by introduc-
members. Cliff Rybolt and Pot Conneighton were ing chlorine, the molecules may be forced to form
elected Alumni Secretaries to keep the members long, straight chains as in natural rubber. Neo-
of the class informed as to doings here and there. prene is the first "synthetic rubber," or rubber
The faculty joined in with the students in making substitute to contain this particular molecular ar-
this a really jovial affair. rangement, This material may be misnamed as a

Recently, the Engineering Tribunal held its synthetic rubber, for its very structure does not
first meeting and elected officers for the coming simulate that of the natural product.'
year. They are as follows: Carroll Reed, Presi- On the other hand, Neoprene is not a true rub-
dent; Don Odom, Vice-President; Ruth Doherty, ber substitute, for it cannot be substituted for
Secretary; and Bill Owens, Treasurer. The Ban- (Continued on Next Page) ,
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Synthetic Rubber Development Predicting Flood Crests
(Continued from Preceding Page) (Continued from Page 21)

rubber without a greater cost. Neoprene has an than guesses based upon exterpolation of curves
elasticity and tensile strength far superior to that of previous flood stages. With the following meth-
of natural rubber and is much more resistant to od of prediction, which was tested and proved dur-
oils and certain other solvents. Likewise, it is ing a small flood in 1939, flood stages may be pre-
super ior to natural rubber in its resistance to dieted rather accurately 24 to 48 hours in advance
ozone, ultra-violet radiation and chemicals. Neo- during either the rise or the fall of the flood.
prene tends to harden rather than to soften under Such a prediction necessitates the tabulation of
the influence of heat, has a low water absorption rainfall data acquired from the U. S. Weather
and is only slightly permeable to gases. Bureau, the application of multiplying factors,

Still another type of synthetic rubber is being and the reference to two curves for results. About
developed in the laboratories of Louisiana State one-half hour is needed to complete the prediction.
University at Baton Rouge. This rubber was de- The Ohio River and its tributaries are, in effect,
veloped on a sugar plantation by Allen Ramsey a large reservoir, with an outlet, passing through
Wuertele, whose raw materials were granulated Cincinnati, at one end. Water is collected in the
white sugar and turpentine. In the primary ex- reservoir over its entire drainage area, and the
periment, white sugar was oxidized with nitric volume added each day is proportional to the daily
acid and was then mechanically mixed with tur- precipitation multiplied by the numerical magni-
pentine; this mixture was polymerized by means tude of that area. The amount removed from the
of hydrochloric acid. As the batch thickened, reservoir each day is the volume which must pass
caustic was added in amounts sufficient to neutral- Cincinnati, and it is proportional to the cross-sec-
ize the acid. The remaining black, sponge-like tion of the river multiplied by its rate of flow.
residue was washed, dried and then rolled into a 'I'he precipitation which falls on the area closest
ball, which bounced and looked like native unvul- to Cincinnati will naturally flow out before water
canized para rubber. which has drained from areas farther up the riv-

er. In a small reservoir, the determination of a
COST REDUCED CONSIDERABLY flood stage would involve only a calculation of the

. cross-sectional area of the outflow, the rate of
~ecause of the pre.sent price .level of sugar, the flow, and the volume of precipitation, since the

unit C?st of commercial _synt~etlc rubber produced leveling effect of the water in a small reservoir
by this method would be higher .than for those would involve only a short period of time.
produced by several other sy~thet:c methods, but Although the Ohio River drainage area may be
the cost of r~bber produced In this way could be visualized as a large reservoir, one must bear in
reduced considerably, Ernest.Lee Jahncke, execu- mind that in such a vast area an immediate level-
tive director of the Department of Commerce and ing effect does not take place as it would in a
Industry of Louisiana stated in 1939 that about smaller body of water.
one-half of the sugar cane-producing land in the
Uni~ed ~tates is now be~n? utilized. The proper BASIS OF PREDICTION .
cultivation of the remammg land could' greatly
lower the cost of raw materials for this process. This method of prediction is also based upon the

The first attempts to synthesize rubber syn- assumption that by the time the river reaches
chronized with a sudden rapid rise in the output flood stage, the whole drainage area will be thor-
of automobile tires. These attempts grew steadily oughly saturated so that further precipation may
into an industry of astonishing proportion. The run off before it can be absorbed into the ground.
original synthetic rubbers were poor and had very Another fact which simplifies calculations assumes
little use other than as items of academic interest. that the rate of flow of the water is uniform over
Today these synthetic materials have progressed the entire route. The accumulated water in the
to a stage where natural rubber can hardly be con- valley reservoir is called surplus; to determine this
sidered in a competitive light on the basis of surplus, empirical data in the form of curves are
properties. Products of Buna rubber, Neoprene used.
and others are far superior in almost every re- The drainage area above Cincinnati, which com-
spect to those of natural rubber. For this reason, prises an area of 96,090 square miles, has been di-
if no other, synthetic rubbers must be classed as a vided into 41 districts, each with a central loca-
distinct division of materials which possess their tion from which accurate data on precipitation are
own basic standards and properties. obtained from the U. S. Weather Bureau. This
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area is also divided chronologically; that is, by the amount of surplus water held above Cincinnati
the number of days required for water at uniform from one day to the next. From a plot of these
flow to reach Cincinnati. various values of surplus water in square feet of

The first step in predicting the stage of the riv- river cross-section against river stages, curve 1
er at Cincinnati is the collection of precipitation was determined.
data of these various districts from the U. S.
Weather Bureau.

The second step consists of multiplying the pre- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
cipitation for a district by a factor which converts
the inches of rainfall to thousands of square feet 74
of cross-section of the Ohio River at Cincinnati. _ 70
Actually, this multiplying factor changes the inch- :
es of precipitation for 24 hours to cubic feet of ~ '61~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"-water falling on that area, and then to square feet -> 62 A .L.L" ,

moonr or SUrp,USof cross-section of the river by dividing the vol- ~ wafer up-r/vera!-
· . heginning oFclay plusume by the rate of flow of the river. ThIS rate, sa wcrferexpeclflt;( fa

5.25 miles per hour for the outlet at Cincinnati, 1(;~s,.~dx:.:'rt:TinS
was determined by observation and has been 54
checkedbytrialanderror~ethodsincalculations. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The rate of flow does not vary a great deal with 0 '00 200 300 400 .500 600 700 800 900 1000

· . :Sq. Ft. Cross-Sectson of Surplua Waterchanges III the rrver stage above flood-stage. At (Starting with NoSurplus at.50 Foot stage)
this rate of flow, one inch of rain on one square

-Courtesy Electrical \-Vorldmile for 24 hours will contribute 3.492 square
f t f t.i f thc H Th lti I River stage rise in terms of surplus up-river water.ee 0 cross-sec Ion 0 e rrver. e mu rp y_

ing factor in each locality is its area in thousands Curve 2 was obtained by plotting various stages
of square miles multiplied by 3.492. The result against the additional amount of water scheduled
will then be in thousands of square feet of cross- to pass Cincinnati on a certain day of upstream
section. rains plus the amount held over from the preced-

In the third step, these cross-sections or prod- ing day versus the river stages at these times.
ucts contributed by each of the areas are added The fourth step in this method of prediction is,
chronologically to determine the amounts sched- therefore, that of taking the latest river stage,
uled to pass Cincinnati over a one-day period. applying it to curve 1 and finding the cross-section

The next step would seem to be that of convert- of the river representing the amount of surplus
ing this cross-section value directly to the corre- water held upstream from the previous day.
sponding river stage, by taking into account the In the fifth step this surplus is added to the
profile of the river banks at Cincinnati. This can- total of the products found in the third step, or
not be done directly, however, because of the effect the additional amount scheduled to pass Cincin-
of the so-called surplus water. This volume of nati for that day.
water is not directly proportional to the river The sixth step consists of applying the total
stage, but increases more and more as the water amount of river cross-section found in step five
rises and spreads out over larger and larger areas. to curve 2, and obtaining the predicted stage of
So far, this method of prediction has been based the river for a time 24 hours later. Predictions
on a mathematical solution, but, now, an empiric- may be made farther in advance by using rainfall
al solution enters to take care of the storage of predictions obtained from the U. S. Weather
surplus water in the Ohio Valley area above Cin- Bureau instead of measurements of precipitation.
cinnati. This method must assume that the greater part

Two curves are employed to complete this solu- of the snow and ice contribution is part of the sur-
tion. The data for these curves were obtained plus water up the river at the beginning of the
during previous floods, therefore the figures exist flood in Cincinnati and that the further rises can
only up to an SO-foot river stage. From a knowl- be calculated from the daily precipitation. Like-
edge of the square feet of cross-section of water wise, this method cannot take into account ice
scheduled to pass Cincinnati, the square feet of gorges or ice dams, in the river.
cross-section which actually was passing, and the By carrying the study a little farther, it may be
river stage at given times, curve 1 was plotted. possible to use the river stages at Pittsburgh and
The difference between the cross-section scheduled Point Pleasant as basic data for the predictions
to pass and the amount which actually passed was at Cincinnati.
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Flying for College Students had the distinction that three of its students were

(C
ti d f P 8) the first three in the entire state of Ohio to re-

on inue rom age · thei · t ·1 t' I·ceive err prrva e pr 0 S icenses.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority very wis:ly Of the original fifty, a few had to be dropped

ruled that, in order not to overload anyone In- for "inaptitude"; a few more were irregular in
structor, no instructor should have more than ten attendance and were consequently "washed-out."
students allotted to him for flying instruction. The remainder will have continued on to receive
This meant that five instructors were required that for which they have been striving-their
for the U. C. quota of fifty. These instructors coveted ratings as private pilots.
all had to be examined and re-rated before they
were considered qualified to handle the "Con-
trolled Flying Course." By the middle of October, Honor System
two instructors had been re-rated so that twenty
students started flying then. Because of various (Continued from Page 20)
reasons, the re-rating of the other three instruc- express unconditional disapproval of dishonesty,
tors was delayed until Christmas, when the re- supervise quizzes carefully and construct quiz
maining thirty students began their flying. questions in a manner that discourages cribbing.

Ground school instruction, which was just as A great influence in turning student opinion
necessary as learning the manipulation of the con- would come through a modified honor system
troIs, was part of the course. At the University which would make the students responsible in a
of Cincinnati, the ground school commenced the measure for their own conduct. Some groups of
15th of October and continued, two evenings a graduate students have successfully taken quizzes
week, till the 15th of March. Instruction was under an absolute honor system. In the Chemistry
given in the History of Aviation, Civil Air Regu- Department the Student Cabinet now has jurisdic-
lations, Theory of Flight, Avigation, Meteorology, tion over cases where students have been appre-
Instruments, Engines and Aircraft Radio. hended in dishonest acts. Their judgments to date

During January and February, snow, fog, rain have demonstrated emphatically the student's
and high wind prevailed and little flying was done. hearty disapproval of cheating. Yet dishonesty
By March, however, some of the students who had is a powerful force; it will require a concerted,
started their instruction in October were compIet- sincere effort on the parts of all concerned to wipe
ing their course. The University of Cincinnati it out on this campus.

CIRCULATION NOTICE
All students.regularly enrolled in the College of Engineering and Commerce
are entitled to receive the COOPERArrIVEENGINEER. The Circulation De...
partment will be materially aided in the prompt distribution of each issue
if the students will help in the following way:
Any request for change of address should indicate plainly both the old
and the new address. In event of failure to receive a copy of the
COOPERATIVEENGINEER,notify the Circulation Department, including in
your notification the correct address for checking purposes. The COOPERA-
TIVEENGINEERoffice is Room 102, Student Union Building.
Copies of the magazine forwarded from the Dormitory must have postage
added at the prevailing third-class rate.

MADELYNBAETZ,
Circulation Manager
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The familiar Telephone Directory is Amer-
ica's No. I Reference Book - consulted'
millions of times a day by men, women and
children in every walk of life.

Besides being "Amerioa's Calling List,"
it is also one of the most helpful buying
guides. In the classified "Where to Buy It"
section <yellow pages) you will find the

names, addresses, and telephone numbers
of dealers who sell what you want-many of
them listed under the trade marks of scores
of nationally advertised brands.

The idea behind the classified section is
one of many pioneered by the Bell System
to increase the value of your-
telephone service.
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Covered Bridges
(Continued from Page 11)

memorial, was hauled. over this old covered span,
and, except for a 'few broken floor boards, the
bridge was uninjured. In July 1883, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, experienced a terrific log jam
on the St. Joseph River. The jam was seven miles
long and thirty feet high, and rammed through
the city in an hour and a half. Although it was
damaged to a certain extent, the old Pearl Street
Covered Bridge at this point was never out of use
during the tremendous pounding of the log jam,
while three railroad bridges were completely
swept away. In many cases the bridges were so
sturdy that the stone abutments would fail long
before the trusses showed any indications of ex-
cessive stress. All covered bridges were not treat-
ed so roughly, however. A circus was once de-
tainedat the entrance of the Cheapside Bridge and
the elephants were forced to ford the stream, lest
their weight might break the structure.

As far as size is concerned, covered bridges
have been built of almost ,any length. The longest
single span was the "Colossus," at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, over the Schuylkill River. It was
built in 1812 by L~uis Wernwag, with a span of
340 feet. The architectural beauty of its design
had probably never been equalled in America. The
longest covered highway bridge of more than one
span was the old Columbia Bridge that crossed
the Susquehanna River, near Columbia, Pennsyl-
vania. The Columbia Bridge had a span of 5,620
feet, more than a mile.

TIMBER BRIDGES

Almost every long bridge had its ownparticu-
lar story of the farmer who washaulingu load
of corn to a destination across the river. When the
farmer approached the covered bridge, he squint-
ed through the long, dark tunnel and decided that
he could get into the near end all right but he
couldn't see how he would ever .squeeze his team
and wagon through the little hole at the far end.
Therefore, he turned around and drove back home.

Timber bridges are still 'being built to a certain
extent in the United States, but various types of
wood preservatives are now used to protect the
beams. Hence there is no longer any need for the
barn-like superstructure. Covered bridges have
lived their years of usefulness, but they will never
be forgotten. Without them, bridge builders could
not have produced the marvelous spans of today.
These bridges have paved the way for the engi-
neer. They have paved the way for ,the develop-
ment of our great nation and have left us a leg-
acy that well deserves our appreciation.
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An Engineer Looks At ToV.A.
(ConJinuedjrom Page 6)

at Memphis, and was of great irnportance if one
realizes that dredges were busy at critical bars
attempting to maintain navigation depths.

In the field of power marketing, it is significant
that the .Authority is well able to dispose of all of
the power that it is, capable of generating. Dur-
ing the past seven years, the average residential
use of power has increased 65 per cent, while in
the country as a whole the increase has been only
42 per cent.

An incidental result of the TVA program that
may have far-reaching effect is recreation. Lakes
are not common in the Tennessee Valley and when
Norris Lake appeared, the people .crowded around
to take advantage of the chance for fishing, swim-
ming, and boating. At the present time, there are
over 1,800 boats in Norris Lake. It is estimated
that during the past twelve months, at least $100,-
000 worth of fishing tackle was sold 'in the area
affected by Norris Dam. Cabin' sites are being
leased, fishing camps are being built, and many
overnight accommodations are being constructed;
the consequent increase in income is great. Easy
accessibility, agreeable climate, picturesque high-
ways, high mountain peaks, clear lakes, and dense
forests are tangible assets which bid strongly to
add to the social and economic betterment of the
Valley. The experience at Norris Lake, after
three years of operation, is proving this point.
The present income is well in excess of the income
lost when 2,500 families were removed from the-
Norris basin. The people of the Valley are begin-
ning to realize the importance of conservation and
recreation. ·

Perhaps the most hopeful result of this experi-
ment in regional planning is that the work of the
Authority to date is living proof that Americans
can analyze their problems and plan and execute
their attacks in an orderly, economical, and effi-
cient manner, within the framework of a de-
mocracy.

THEJ. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.
Telephone. AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET
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I GOOD MEN, GOOD MACHINES, GOOD JOBS I

The trained and skilled men developed

every year by America' s schools and

colleges would obviously be handi-

capped without the benefit of good

tools with which to work. And the re-

verse is also true. But together they

form a productive combination un-

equalled anywhere in the world.
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Higgins American Drawing Inks-The Complete
Color Palette that gives you any shade or hue
conveniently and quickly
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All colors mix freely with each
other and with black. All are
equally suitable for drawing pen,
brush and air-brush. Higgins
Inks are the standard liquid
dra wing inks of the world - de-
manded by leading engineers,
architects and artists for 60years
for their uniformity, even flow
and permanent, non-smudging,
non-fading qualities. Use them ~
to give your work that professional touch. Higgins
comes in 17 brilliant waterproof colors including
White and Neutral Tint, Waterproof and Soluble
Blacks. For better work buy Higgins at your
College Store, today.
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"electric eye" to control temperatures in cement manufac-
ture; Florian A. Arnold, Purdue '25, for designing automatic
welding machines used in making fractional-horsepower
motor stators; William S. Bachman, Cornell '32, for im-
proving tone reproduction in broadcast receivers; James E..
Beggs, Purdue '3I, for developing a loop antenna for radio
receivers; Eugene W. Boehne, Texas A & M '26, and Leonard
J. Linde, South Dakota State '29, for developing a high-cur-
rent circuit breaker which does not use oil as an insulating
medium; Kenneth K. Bowman, Kansas State '26, M. A.
Edwards, Kansas State '28, and Francis Mohler, V. P. I.
'26, for developing Amplidyne controls for high-powered
motors; Adolph F. Dickerson, Texas A & M '10, for lighting
the Golden Gate International Exposition; and Simon H ...
_Weaver, Purdue '03, for developing a heat stabilizing treat-
ment for steam turbine shafts.

NETWORK TELEVISION

GENERAL ELECTRIC engineers passed another mile-
stone on the road to large-scale telecasting when

they recently demonstrated to the Federal Communications
Commission the feasibility of network television.

Until a short time ago it was not thought possible to transmit
television farther than the horizon. Recently, however,
General Electric put into operation its new relay station,
picking up programs originating in New York City- 129
miles away, more than a mile below the line of sight. The
New York programs are then retelecast over General Elec-
tric's Schenectady television station W2XB to homes in the
Schenectady-Albany-Troy area.

fOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT

GRADUATES from seven colleges, five of them also
graduates of General Electric's famous Test course,

were among the 22 G-E employees who were given Charles A~
Coffin Foundation Awards this year for accomplishments
which reflected outstanding initiative, perseverance, courage,
and foresight.

PHOTOGRAPHING LIGHTNING

PHOTOGRAPHING lightning is almost like trying to
turn around and face yourself. By the time you've turned

around, you're not there any more. But while nobody has yet
been able to look himself in the eye, General Electric scien tists
have photographed lightning and recorded the wave shape of
ligh tning strokes.
With a high-speed cathode-ray oscillograph and a high-speed
camera installed in the tower of the Empire State Building
in New York City, Dr. Karl B. McEachron, a former G-E,
Test ~an,_~irec'~~tPdY ,~f the charac~erist:~s of lightning ..
The hghtnlng~~· Itself pulls the trigger and puts the
complicated itt m.¥~~nism into operation in one-millionth of a

second.
Records obtained in this way help General Electric engineers
to build electrical equipment that laughs at lightning-
keeps the lights on and the factories running when thunder-
storms come ..

James R .. Alexander, Jr., U. N. C. '24, received recognition
for perfecting equipment (developed by Arthur W. Burns,
who also received a Coffin award for his an
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